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Kreword

Computer networks are having dramatic impacts on our lives. What were

once esoteric tools used only by scientists and engineers are becoming
more widely used in schools, libraries, and businesses. At the same
time, researchers are working to develop even more capable networks

that promise to change fundamentally the way we communicate.
This background paper analyzes technologies for tomorrow's informa-

tion superhighways. Advanced networks will first be used to support scientists

in their work, linking researchers to supercomputers, databases, and scientific

instruments. As the new networks are deployed more widely, they will be used

by a broader range of users for business, entertainment, health care, and educa-

tion applications.
The background paper also describes six test networks that are being

funded as part of the High Performance Computing and Communications.
Program. These test networks are a collaboration of government, industry, and
academia, and allow researchers to try new approaches to network design and to

attack a variety of research questions. Significant progress has been made in the
development of technologies that will help achieve the goals of the High-

Performance Computing Act of 1991.
This is the third publication from OTA's assessment on information

technology and research, which was requested by the House Committee on

Science. Space, and Technology and the Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation. The first two background papers, High

Petformance Computing & Networking for Science and Seeking Solutions:
High-Performancz,! Computing for Science, were published in 1989 and 1991,

respectively.
OTA appreciates the assistance of the National Science Foundation, the

Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Department of Energy, the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, and many experts in industry and acade-

mia who reviewed or contributed to this document. The contents of this paper,

however, are the sole responsibility of OTA.

Roger C. Herdman, Director

iii
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Introduction
and

Summary

The vision of the Nation's future telecommunications
system is that of a broadband network (see box 1-A) that
can support video, sound, data, and image communica-
tions. 'Ibward this end, the High-Performance Comput-

ing Act of 1991 called for the Federal computer networks that
connect universities and Federal laboratories to be upgraded to
"gigabit networks" (see box 1-B) by 1996.1 This background
paper reviews technologies that may contribute to achieving this
objective, and descsibes the six prototype gigabit networks or
"testbeds" that are being funded as part of the Federal High
Performance Computing and Communications Program. These
prototype networks are intended to demonstrate new communi-
cations technologies, provide experience with the construction of
advanced networks, and address some of the unresolved research
questions.

FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR GIGABIT NETWORKING
The High Performance Computing and Communications

Program (HPCC) is a multiagency program that supports
reseerch on advanced supercomputers, software, and networks.2
In part, these technologies are bcing developed to attack the
"Grand Challenges": science and engineering problems in
climate change, chemistry, and other areas that can only be
solved with powerful computer systems. Network research is one
of four components of the HPCC program, and represents about
15 percent of the program's annual budget of close to $1 billion.3

' High-Performance Computing Act of 1991 (HPCA), FL 102-194, Sec. 102(a).
2 Office of Science and Tbcfmlogy Policy (OSTP), "Grand Challenges 1993: High

Performanoe Computing and Communications," 1992.
3 Ibid., p. 28.

1

1 0

The HPCC
program funds
the development
of new
communications
technologies.

1



2 t Advanced Network Technology

Box 1-ABroadband Networks

Computers and networks Nude informa-

tion u patterns ci electronic or optical signals.

Text, pictures, sound, video, and numerical
data can then be stored on flow disks, used
in computation'', and sent from computer to
computer through a network. In dgcomput-
ere or netwcits, the electronic or optical signals

that represent iriormation can take on one of
two values, such as a high or a low voltage,
which are usually thought of either as a I" or
a "0" (figure 1-A-1). These 1s and Os are called

bits.

7;gure 1-A-1Digital Data

Electrical or optical signal

Binary representation

.1. .0. .0. oil, 1 of 11011 lIIl o0. liii 11011

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1993.

Different patterns of 1s and Os are usedto represent different idnds of data. In most computers, the letter "A"

is represented by the pattern of electronic signals =responding to "01000001." To represent images, different
patterns d Ms are used to represent differed sheds (from light b dark) and odors. Sound is represented in 'reach

the same way, except that the patterns of bits represent the intensity of sound at points in time.

The number of tits required to represent information depends on a number of factors. One factor is the quality

o( the representation. A good quality, high-resolution image would require more bits than a low4esolution image.

Also, some idnds of Information inherently rewire more bits in order to be represented accurately. A page of a book

with only text might o3ntain a few thousand characters, and could be represented with a few tens of thousands

of bits. A page of image data, on the other hand, could require millions of bits.

Because images and video, which is a sequence ci images, require many more bits to be represented
accurately, they have stralned the capabilities of computers and networks. Images take up too much space in a

computer's memory, and take too long to te sent through a netwakto be practical. The new high-capadty network

technologies described in this background paper have the ability to support two-way digital, image, and video

communications in a more efficient manner.

Digital Networks

In the past, networks designed fa video or sound used analog transmission. In the old analog telephone

network, for example, the telephone's microphone converted the spoken sounds into an electrical signal whose

The other three components of the program target
supercomputer design, software to solve the
Grand Challenges, and research in computer
science and mathematics.

The HPCC program is the most visible source
of Federal funds for the development of new
communications technology. The networking com-
ponent of the program is divided into two parts:
1) research on gigabit network technology, and 2)
developing a National Research and Education

Network (NREN). The gigabit research program
supports research on advanced network technol-
ogy and the development of the six testbeds. The
NREN program supports the deployment of an
advanced network to improve and broaden net-
work access for the research and education
community. The High-Performance Computing
Act of 1991 specifies that the NREN should
operate at gigabit speeds by 1996, if technically
possible.4

4 HPCA, op. cit., footnote 1.
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Chapter 1Introduction and Summary I 3

strength corresponded to the loudness of the spun& This signal then traveled through the netwodes %Mosuntil

It remand de destination, where it was used to make the telephone's speaker Ante, recreating the spoken

sounds.
0Ite networks transmit information in digital tam, swedes of bits. Digital networks are required for

high-speed comenurications between computerscomputers wodc rah agital data. However, digital networks

can also inmemit real-workt Wormation such as sounds and picturesif spedal dtital telephones or video cameras

ere wed b represent the information kt digital form. A digital telephone, tramp* generates& odes dpettems
d 1s ani Os, corresponding to the loudness of the sounds. At the destination, these 1 sand Os are intstorsted

the dtital telephone and used to recreate the orisdnel sounds. Digits/ netwoda arequickly replacing analog

networks. They are needed to transmit the growing amountd oomputw data. They also transmit*** and video
information more dean*, without interfererme and distortion. Mao imported*, digital networks dow a single

netwodc to carry d types of information. Today, separate netwaics are used for voice traffic (the telephone

retwodt), computer communications (data networks such as the Internet) and video (broadcast oral* television
or ether specialized netwaM. Became these different idnds of information can db. represented in digital form,

atingle digttal network can potentially be used to transmit al types of kdormation. This is ndthe onlyrequirement,

however (see ch. 2 and ch. 3).

Broadband Networks

The capacity of adults, network is often desated in terms of the number of bits that the network can transmit

from place to place every second. A digital telephone netwctic can trammit 84,000 bits every second. This is

sufficient capacity to carry a telephone conversation with acceptable quality, tat is not enough to carryvideo.

Although some videotelephones can use regular telephone lines, users of videoconferenang systems usually

prefer io use special services that can transmit at 384,000 bits per second or mae. VCR-quality television needs

about 1.5 million Meow second, and high-deflation television needs abod20 miUlon Ms persecondabout 300

times the capacity of a digital telephone Me.
The capacity of a netwak, measured as the number d bits It can transmit every second, is caled itgandaidth."

Engineers often talk about "narrowtand" networks, which are low bandwidth networks, and "broadband"

netwaks, whkh are high bandwidth networks. The dividing line between the two is notalways dear, and changes

as technoiogy evolves. Today, any kind of netwak that transmits at more than 100 million bits per second would

definitely be considered a broadband network. Chapter 3 describes fiber optics andother technologies that will

be used to build broadband networks.

SOURCE: 0Mot of Tedmology Anownent, 1903.

Broadband networks such as the /sTREN will
both improve the performance of existing appli-
cations and accommodate new types of applica-
tions. There will likely be a shift to image- and
video-based communications, which are not ade-
quately supported by currently deployed network
technology. "Multimedia" applications that us
images and video, as well as text and sound, look
promising in a number of areas, e.g., education,
health care, business, and entertainment Broad-
band networks will also allow a closer coupling of
the computers on a network; as the network is

removed as a bottleneck, the computers will be
able to form an integrated system that pesforms as
a single, more powerful, computer.

Broadband netwozks will require a fundamen-
tal rethinking of network design. Several new
concepts have been proposed and are being
investigated by the testbeds. Fiber is a highly
touted technology for constructing broadband
networks, but it alone is not sufficient. Switches
(see box 1-C) and the components that link
computers to the network wilt have to be up-
graded at the same time in order to keep pace with

12



4 I Advanced Network Technology

Box 1-B--Gigabit Networks

Much of the resilarch desaibed in this background paper is aimed at the development of gigabit network%
broadband networks that can transmit data at one billion bits per second or mar i.a"gigabir is one billion bits;
"gigabit per seconcr Is attrevlated as Gb/s or (3bps). This represents a 204o1d Increase OVIlf the most capable
links in the networks that currently serve the research and education comranity. The current National Science
Foundation network uses links that transmit data at 45 million tits per MOM (megabits per second or Mb/s), and
even this capacity has not been fully utilized because of bottlenecks in the netwat's switches. The development
of a gigabit network Ism ambiSzus targetmost current industry technology planning targets broad:rand network*
with lower bandwidths, in the 150 million bits per second range.

The basic outlines of the techoziogy evolution of the DOD, NASA, DOE, and NSF networks that serve
research and education were established In 1987 and 1989 reports issued by the Office of Same and
Technology Policy. In the We 1980s, link bandwidths in the F-s--14ra1 networks were 1.5 Ws or less. The OSTP
repals outlined a three-stage plan for the evolution Mhose networks to gigabit networks by the mid-to-late 1990s
(see figure 1-B-1). The gigabit target was also specified by the High-Performance Computing Act at 1991. The
OSTP report envisioned that each generation of technology would move from an experimental phase in the
Federal networks 63 commercial service.

Stage 3
Gbits/sec

Stage 2
45 mbps

Stage 1
1.5 mbps

Figure 1-B-1Timetable for the National Research and Education Network

Evolutionary
changes

Operational n
Experimental networks

Research and development

Revolutionary
technology
changes

Operational network
A A

Operational network
A

Stages 1 & 2 R&D

Transition
to commercial
services

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96

SOURCE: Office of Science and Technoiogy Policy, "The Federal High Performance Computing Program," September 8, 1989.

Currently, the Federal agency networks are in the middle phases of the second stage, the operation of
networks with 45 Mb/s links. At the same time, research and development for the third stage, the deployment of
gigabit networks, is underway. In practice, the network capacity will not jump directly f rom 45 Mb/s to gigabit rates.
The next step will be to 155 Mb/s, then to 622 Ws, and then to greater than one gigabit per second. The
bandwidths used in computer networks (1.5 Mb/s, 45 WA, 155 Mb/s, and 622 Mids) correspond to standards
chosen by manufacturers of transmission equipment

SOURCES: Offlosot Science and Tedinotogy Poky (OSTP), "A Reesardi and Devekipment Strategy for High Perlormanc Computing,"
Nov. 20, 1987; OSTP, "The Federal High-Performance Computing Program," Sept. 8, 1999; High-Performanoe Computing Act of 1991
(HPCA), Public Law 102-194, Sm. 102(a).

13



Chapter 1introduction and Summary 5

Box 1-CComputer Network Components

A computer network has three main components: computers, lido, and :Mabee (fture 1-C-1). The web of
Ma and switches carry data between the computers. Links are made of xyper (either "twisted pair" or "coaxial
cable") ce fiber optics. Transmission eq.ipment at each end of the fbew or °aver generates the electricalor optical
signals. There are also satellite and microwave links that send radio waves through the sW Rber has several
advantages oar other types of Mamost notably its very high bandwidth. The fiber optic links needed for gigabit

netwcdcs are already commereially eta MAL However, gigabit networks will not be deployed until research issues
in atm network components are add:essed.

pi I

ri

Figure 1-C-1A Simple Computer Network

Link

SOURCE: Office of Technology Asseuneont, 1993.

For example, new high-capacity switches are needed to keep pace with the higher bandwidth of fiber optic
Ma. Just as raikoed switches direct trains from track to track, the switches in computer networks direct information

from Uric to link. f ,Ithe information travels through the netwak, tia ewitches decide which linic it will have b traverse

next in order to reach its destination. The rules by which the switches and users' computers coodinate the
transmission of information through the network are called prutocals.

While most computer networks are limited in their ability to carry high-bandwidth signals such asvideo, cable

television networks are widely used to distribute television signals to homes. However, cable networks usually do

not have switches. For this reason, they only permit one-way communications: the signal is simply broadcast to

everyone on the mtwork. Much cA the network research today is devoted to the development of switches that would

allow networks to support two-way, high-bandwidth communications.

SOURCE Office d Tedmology Meeesment, 1993.

the faster flow of data. Broadband networks will
be more than simply higher bandwidth versions of
today's networks, however. Networks will also be
redesigned so that a single type of network can
carry video, sound, data, and image services. The
existing telephone and data networks do not have

sufficient flexibility to carry all types of informa-
tion efficiently.

The NREN
One objective for the NREN is that it serve as

an enabling technology for science and engineer-



6 1 Advanced Network Technology

ing research.5 The gigabit NREN will be able to

handle the very large data sets generated by

supercomputers. Scientists could use the gigabit

NREN to support "visualization," the use of a
computer-generated picture to represent data in
image form. For example, ocean temperatures
computed by a climate model could be repre-
sented by different colors superimposed on a map

of the world, instead of a list of numbers.
Visualization is an essential technique for under-

standing the results of a simulation. Currently,
much of the data
collected in ex-
periments and
computedby sim-
ulations goes un-
used because of
the time needed
to compute im-
ages on conven-
tional computers.

Supercomputers could perform the computations

more quickly, but few laboratories have supercom-

puters. With a high-speed network, a scientist
could send the data to a distant supercomputer,
which would be able to quickly compute the

images and send them back through the network

for display on the scientist's computer.
A second objective for the NREN program is

that it demonstrate and test advanced broadband
communications technologies before they are
deployed in commercial networks. The NREN

program will upgrade federally supported net-
works such as the National Science Foundation's
NSFNET, the Department of Energy's Energy

Broadband
networks will require

a fundamental
rethinking of
network design.

Sciences Network (ESnet), and the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration's NASA

Science Internet (NSI).6 These networksform the

core of the "Internet," a larger collection of
interconnected networks that provides clectronic

mail services aud access to databases and super-
computers for users in all parts of the United States
and around the world.7 During 1992, Federal
agencies announced plans for upgrading their

current networks as part of the NREN program.8
The NREN program can be viewed as a

continuation and expansion of the Federal support
that created the Internet. The Internet's technol-
ogy evolved from that of the Arpanet, a research
project of the Advanced Research Projects Agency.

Beginning in 1969, the Arpanet served to demon-

strate the then-new technology of "packet switch-
ing." Packet switched networks were able to
support computer communications applications

that could not be efficiently accommodated by the

telephone network's "circuit switched" technol-

ogy (see ch. 2, p. 29). Packet switched networks
are now widely deployed, Internet services are
being offered by the private sector, and the
Internet protocols are becoming world standards.

In much the same way, the NREN program is
intended to catalyze the deployment of a new
generation of network technology.

Past government programs have also been
successful in broadening access to networks for

the larger research and education community. The
Internet is increasingly essential to users in the
academic community beyond the original core

group of users in engineering and computer
science. It is now estimated that over 600 colleges

5 For a description of the goals and characteristics of the NREN see HPCA, op. cit., footnote I. Sec. 102(04); OSTP, op. cit., footnote

2, p. 18; U.S. Congress, Office of Thchoology Assessment, High Performance Complains & Nerworldng for Science, OTA-BP-CIT-59

(Washington, DC: U.S. Government PrintingOffice, September 1989), p. 25.

6 OSTP, op. cit., footnote 2, p. 18; Office of Science and lbchnology Policy, "The National Research and Educadon NetworkProgram:

A Report to Congress," December 1992, p. 2.

7 Robert E. Celan, "The Network of All Networks," The New York Times, Dec. 6, 1992, p. F12.

National Scimce Foundation, "Public Draft Network Access Point Manager/RoutingAuthority and Very High Speed Backbone Network

Services Provider for NSFNET and the NREN Program," June 12, 1992; James F. Leighton, Monger of Networking and Engineering, National

Deasy Research Supercoatputer.Center, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, "ESnet Fast-Packet Services Requirements Specification

DOCIUnerg," Feb. 20, 1992.
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and universities and an estimated 1,000 high
schools are connected to the Internet.9 As the
Internet's user community becomes more diverse,
there is a growing need for simplifying the
applications and their user interfaces.

This background paper primarily describes
gigabit NREN applications and network technol-
ogies. There are, however, several controversial
policy issues related to the NREN program.°
First, the scope of the NREN is uncertain. As a
key component of the HPCC program, a clear role
of the NREN is to serve scientists and engineers
at Federal laboratories, supercomputer centers,
and major research universities. This objective
will be met primarily by upgrading the networks
operated by the National Science Foundation
(NSF), Department of Energy (DOE), and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA). However, there are several different
visions of the extent to which the NREN program
should also serve a broader academic community,
such as libraries and schools.

A second major issue concerns the "commer-
cialization" of the NREN. The NREN will
develop from the current Internet, which is
increasingly used by government and businesses,
not only by the research and education commu-
nity. Several new commercial providers have
emerged to offer Internet services to this market,
which is not served by Federal agency networks.
One of the goals of the NREN program is to
continue this commercialization process, while at

Chapter 1introduction and Summary 1 7

the same time achieving the science and network
research goals of the NREN program. There has
been considerable uncertainty about the mecha-
nisms by which this objective is to be achieved.

The High-Performance Computing Act does
not clearly specify the scope of the NREN or the
mechanism for commercialization. NSF has had
to address these issues in the course of developing
a plan for the development of its network, which
will be a central component of the NREN. These
debates have slowed considerably the process by
which NSF will select the companies that will
operate its network. NSF's original plan, released
in the summer of 1992, is undergoing significant
revisions (see box 5-A). As of May, 1993, a new
plan had not been issued. It is increasingly
unlikely that NSF will be able to deploy its
next-generation network by the Spring of 1994, as
was originally planned.

In addition, the gro wing commercial impor-
tance of networking is leading to greater scrutiny
of the agencies' choices of contractors to operate
their NREN networks. DOE selected a contractor
for its component of the NREN in the summer of
1992, planning to deploy the new network in
mid-1993. However, a losing bidder protested
DOE's selection to the General Accounting
Office (GAO). In March, 1993, GAO overturned
DOE's choice of contractor and recommended
that DOE revise its solicitation, conduct discus-
sions with potential contractors, and allow con-
tractors a new opportunity to bid." DOE has

9 Darken Fisher, Associate Program Msnaga, National Science Foundation, personal communication, Feb. 11, 1993.

For issues related to the NREN program, see Hearings before the House Subcommittee on Science, Mar. 12, 1992, Serial No. 120.

It The dispute concerned the parties' interpretation of certain provhian in DOE's Request for Proposals (RFP). AT&T protested DOE's
selection of Sprint to be the contractor for the DOE network, arguing sucessfully that the RFP had specified mom fully-developed switches
than had been proposed by Sprint as pert of its bid. GAO ruled that the switches that Sprint planned to use did not cceply with a provision
in the RFP that proposals had to "conclusively demonmate current availability of the required end-to-end operational capability." DOE, by
contrast. was satisfied that the switches had been developed to the level envisioned by the RFP and were appropriate to a program designed
to explore leading-edge technology.

DOE's RPP had specified the nee of "cell relay" technology, which is the basis foc both Asynchronous Transfix Mode (ATM) and Switched
Multimeptit Data Service (SMDS) savices. ATM is expected to play an important role in tbe future development of computer netwaking
and the telecommunications indosuy, while SMDS is viewed primarily as an intermediate step towards ATM. DOE selected Sprint in huge
part because Sprint propoeed to begin ATM services immediately, while AT&T bid a service tesed on SMDS and evolving to Ard only in
1994. Early deployment of ATM would have provided a valuable opportunity to evaluate and demonstrate a key telecommunicstioes industry
technology. Comptroller General of the United States, Decision in the Matter of AT&T File B-250516.3, March 30, 1993.

16



8 Advanced Network Technology

asked GAO to reconsider its decision. The DOE
example raises questions about the effect of
government procurement procedures on the abil-
ity of federal agencies to act as pioneers of
leading-edge network technology. The additional
time that would be required to comply with
GAO's recommendations, added to the seven-
month GAO process, would delay deployment of
DOE's network by over a year.

The Testbeds
The HPCC program' s six gigabit testbeds

(table 1-1) are intended to demonstrate emerging
high-speed network technologies and address
unresolved research questions. While each
testbed involves a different research team and is

emphasizing dif-
ferent topics, there
is similarity in
their approach.
The testbeds typ-
ically consist of
a high-speed net-
work connecting
three or four sites
universities, in-

dustry laboratories, supercomputer centers, and
Federal laboratorieswith high-bandwidth opti-
cal fiber. Located at each of the testbed sites are
computers, prototype switches, and other network
components. Each research group has both net-
work and applications researchersthe applica-
tions will be used to test different approaches to
network design.

The testbed program is administered by NSF
and the Advanced Research Projects Agency12
(ARPA). Five of the testbeds are jointly funded
for 3 years by NSF and ARPA under a cooperative
agreement with the Corporation for National
Research Initiatives (CNRI). The principals of
CNRI, a nonprofit organization, played signifi-

ignificant
progress has been
made toward the

development of

gigabit technology.

cant roles in the development of both the Arpanet
and the Internet.13 CNRI is responsible for
orlanizing the testbeds and coordinating their
progress. Funding for the testbeds is modest,
when compared to their visibility and the overall
HPCC budget. The cooperative agreement with
CNRI is for $15.8 million over 3 years. Most of
the cost of building the networks has been borne
by industry, in the form of contributions of
transmission capacity, prototype switches, and
research personnel.

The testbeds are investigating the use of
advanced network technology to match the needs
of the MIEN. There is an emphasis on delivering
the highesi bandwidths possible to the users and
demonstrating the range of applications that
would be used by leading-edge users of the
NREN. Most of these applications are super-
computer-based. For example, some applications
use the network to link several supercomputers,
allowing their combined processing power to
compute complex simulations more rapidly. Many
of the applications being investigated also use the
network to enable visualization of the results of
simulations or experiments.

Initially, only a few users would have comput-
ers powerful enough to need a gigabit network.
However, the processing power of lower cost
workstations and ordinary desktop computers is
likely to continue to increase rapidly, as a result
of advances in microprocessor technology. Giga-
bit networks and the lessons learned from the
testbeds will then be uscd more widely.

SUMMARY
Progress
Significant progress has been made toward the

development of gigabit network technology since
1987, when the Office of Science and Thchnology
Policy (OSTP) noted that considerable research
would be needed to detennine the design of

12 Sprnietiy the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).

13 Dr. Robert E. Kahn is President of CNRI; Dr. Vinton G. Cerf is Vice President.
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gigabit networks.14 There has been growing con-
sensus within the technical community on many
issues, and the development of the optical fiber
links, switches, and other network components is
underway. The testbeds represent the next step in
the researchintegrating the hardware and soft-
-ware components into a working network system
and testing it with applications.

The basic characteristics of the design of
broadband networks began to emerge in the
mid-1980s, supported by the results of simula-
tions and small-scale experiments. Researchers'
objective was to develop networks that could

stvpathighband-
widths and were
also sufficiently
flexible to sup-
port a range of
services. One
characteristic of
these networks is

the use of optical fiber links, which have the
necessary capacity to support many new services,
including bandwidth-intensive video- and image-
based applications. The second major characteris-
dc of the prOposed designs for advanced networks
is the use of "fast packet switches," a new type
of switch that has both the processing power to
keep up with increases in link bandwidth and the
flexibility to support several kinds of services.

As these ideas began to emerge, computer and
telecommunications companies initiated the de-
velopment of the network components required
for broadband networks. There appear to be no
significant technological bathers to the develop-
ment of the components required for the gigabit
NREN. Transmission equipment of the type that
would be required for the gigabit NREN is
already becoming available commercially and is
being used in the testbeds. Some fast packet

11111111111

The testbeds have

established a useful
model for network

research.

switches are also becoming commercially avail-
able. Versions of these switches that operate at
gigabit rates are in prototype fomi and will be
incorporated in the testbeds over the coming year.

The testbeds are looking to the next step in the
researchthe development of test networks. This
is a systems integration taskdeveloping the
individual components is only part of the process
of building an advanced network. There is often
much to be learned about making the components
work together and solving unforeseen problems
in the implementation. In addition, there are
research questions that can only be investigated
with a realistic test network. The testbeds will
provide a way to test various proposed ap-
proaches to network design.

Progress on the testbeds has been slower than
expected, due to delays in making the transmis-
sion equipment available and in completing work
on the switches and other components. Switches
are complex systems, requiring the fabrication of
numerous electronic circuits. It was originally
hoped that the optical fiber links could be
deployed and the gigabit switches and other
components finished in time to have a year to
experiment with the working testbed networks
before the end of the program in mid-1993. It now
appears that the testbzds will not be operational
until the third qua-ter of 1993. The testbed
program has been extended to permit a year' s
research on the testbed facilities once they
become opesational.

I Testbed Concept
The testbeds 'have established a useful model

for network research. The design and construction
of a test network fills a gap between the earlier
stages of the network researchsmall scale
experiments and component developmentand
the deployment of the technology in production

14 Office of Science and 7hclinology Policy. "A Research and Development Strategy for High Performance Computing," Nov. 20, 1987,
p. 21.
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networks. The testbed networks mode the config-
uration in which the technology is expected to be
deployedthe test sites are separated by realistic
distances and the networks will be tested with
applications of the type expected to be used in the
gigabit NREN. In addition, the participants in the
testbeds will play important roles when the
networks are deployed.

The testbed research contributes in a number of
ways to a knowledge base that reduces the risks
involved in deploying advanced network technol-
ogy. First, there are a number of research issues
that are difficult to address without a working
network that can be used to try different ap-
proaches. Second, the systems integration process
provides experience that can be applied when the
production network is constructed. In many ways
the experience gained in the process of getting the
testbeds to work will be as valuable as any
research done with the operational testbeds.
Third, the testbeds serve to demonstrate the utility
of the technology, which serves to create interest
among potential users and commercial network
providers.

The relatively small amount of government
moray invested has been used primarily to
organize and manage the testheds and to encour-
age academic involvement. The testbeds have
mainly drawn on other government and industry
investment. The organization of the testbeds as a
collaborative effort of government, academic, and
industry groups is essential, because of the many
disciplines required to build and test a network.
Industry has contributed expertise in a number of
areas. For example, it would be too difficult and
expensive for academic researchers to develop
the high-speed electronics needed for the switches
and other components. Academic researchers are
involved in the Internet community, and have
contributed ideas for new protocols and applica-
tions. Other applications work has comc from a

Chapter 1Introduction and Summary 111

number of scientific disciplines and the super-
computer community.

One of CNRI's main contributions was to
encourage the involvement of the telecommuni-
cations carriers in the testbeds. The transmission
facilities required for the testbeds are expensive
because of the long distances between the testbed
sites and the demands for very high bandwidth.
Most experimental work in the past was on small
scale networks in a laboratory, due to the prohibi-
tive cost of linking distant test sites. However, the
carriers are installing the required transmission
capacity and making it available to the testbeds at
no cost. All three major intereeichange carriers
(AT&T, MCI, and Sprint), and most of the
Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs)
are playing a role in the testheds.

The testbed research overlaps with industry
priorities in some areas and not in others. The
basic design of the networksthe types of
switches and transmission equipmentreflects
emerging industry concepts. However, much of
the research agenda focuses on higher bandwidths
and more specialized applications than will be
used with commercial broadband networks in the
near term. Only a few users will use the types of
supercomputer-based applications being empha-
sized by the testbeds. Of greater near-term com-
mercial importance to industry are medium band-
width "multimedia" applications that require
more bandwidth than can be supported by current
networks, but sIgnificantly less than the gigabit
speeds required by the supercomputer commu-
nity.

I Application of Testbed Research
The testbed research is applicable both to the

NREN and to other networks. The NREN will
serve only the research and education community
and is best viewed as only part of the broader
national information infrastructure. ° The scope of
the national information infrastructure will in-

For one view of the relationship between the NREN and the "National Information Infrastructure," seeMichael M. Roberts, "Positioning

the National Research and EduCati011 Network," EDUCOM Review, voL 26, No. 3. stux 1991, pp. 11-13.
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2 I Advanced Network Technology

elude both the United States' part of the Internet
and a wide array of other services offered by the
computer and information industries, the carriers,

cable television industry, and others.

APPUCATION TO NREN
During 1992, DOE, NASA, and NSF published

plans for the future development of their net-
works, a key component in the evolution to the
gigabit NREN.16 Some aspects of these plans are
still tmclear, for example, NSF has left to
prospective bidders the choice of switching tech-
nology, from among those being investigated by

the testheds and
elsewhere. How-
ever, the agency
plans appear to
be consistent with
the target estab-
lished by the
testbeds
the agency net-
works will oper-
ate at lower band-

widths than the testbed networks, but they will
incorporate more of the testbed technology as
they evolve over time to meet the goal of the
gigabit NREN.

Today, the highest bandwidth of the agency
networks is 45 Mb/s; it appears that they will
move to 155 Mb/s in 1994, with 622 Mb/s the
highest rate that is realisticall7 achievable by
1996. The rate of evolution is le ts dependent on
technology issues than on delays u the process by
which the Federal agencies select suppliers of
NREN network services. Because agel,cy choices
of technologies and suppliers have broad implica-
tions for the Internet and the national 'Information
infrastructure in general, there have been several
disputes over agency plans (see p. 7). While the
NREN program has created a high level of
interest in advanced networks, further delays in
the deployment of agency networks may reduce

T he rate of NREN

evolution is less
dependent on

technology issues

than on delays

in the selection

of service providers.

the degree to which they will play the role of
technology pioneers.

The agency networks' evolution depends in
part on the timely deployment of the necessary
high bandwidth transmission infrastructure by the
telecommunications carriers Computer networks
generally use links supplied by the carriers the
network operators do not normally put their own
fiber in the ground. The carriers' networks
already have gigabit-capacity fiber installed, but
today the capacity is usually divided among
thousands of low-bandwidth channels used for
telephone calls. New transmission equipment, the
electronics at each end of the fiber, is requited to
allow the fiber's capacity to be divided into the
high-bandwidth channels needed by the gigabit
NREN. This equipment is being used in the
testbeds and is becoming available commercially,
but is very expensive.

The testbed applications research helps re-
searchers to understand how the NREN would be
used to achieve the science goals of the overall
HPCC program. For example, some of the testbed
applications show how networks can be used to
bring greater computer power to bear on complex
simulations such as the Grand Challenge prob-
lems. They may also show how networks can be
used to help researchers collaboratethe Grand
Challenge teams are expected to involve scien-
tists at widely separated locations. In 1992, the
NSF supercomputer centers proposed the concept
of a "metacenter," which uses a high-speed
network to link the computing power of the four
NSF supercomputer centers.

The testbeds do not address all of the technol-
ogy issues that are key to the future development
of the NREN. Because the NREN will develop
from the federally funded segment of the current
Internet, it is affected by issues related to the
growing number of users of the Internet. This
growth in the number of users is straining some of
the Internet protocols, and their future develop-
ment is a topic of intensive study and debate

16 NSF, op. cit., footnote 8: I.eightoo, op. cit., footnote 8.
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within the Internet community. Also, the testbeds
are not looking at applications that would be used
by a broad range of users in the near term, or at
issues related to making the Internet applications
easier to use.

OTHER NETWORKS
One of the roles of the NREN is to serve as a

testbed in itself, demonstrating technology that
will then be deployed more broadly in the
national informadea infrastructure. The testbed
program will also impact the evolution of the
national information infrastructure more directly,
bypassing the intermediate stage of deployment
in the NREN. This is because the network
technology used in the testbeds reflects near-term
industry planning. While the testbeds have em-
phasized higher bandwidths and more specialized
applications than are of immediate commercial
importance, the testbed networks reflect ideas
that figure prominently in industry plans and,

Chapter 1Introduction and Summary 1 13

wherever possible, use equipment that conforms
to emerging standards.

For example, many of the testbeds us,. a
switching technology called Asynchronov frans-
fer Mode or ATM. This technology has become
central to telecommunications industry planning
because it is designed to support many different
kinds of servicestoday's telephone network
switches are limited mainly to carrying ordinary
telephone calls. ATM can sapport Intemet-type
services such as will be usixi in the NREN, and
also video, voice, and other data communications
servis.-:sthe carriers plan to use ATM to enter a
ariety of markets. Although ATM has been

widely accepted by the telecommunications in-
dustry and progress has been made towards its
implementation, there are a number of unresolved
research issues. The testbeds are providing a
large-scale opportunity to test this technology and
possibly provide input to the standards process.



The gigabit National Research and Education Network
(NREN) is to develop from the current Internet, a
"network of networks" that connects users in all parts
of the United States and around the world. The Internet

allows users to communicate using electronic mail, to retrieve
data stored in databases, and to access distant computers. The
network began as an Advanced Research Projects Agency
research project to investigate computer networking technology,
and in slightly over 20 years has grown into an essential
infrastructure for research and education. The NREN initiative
and associated research programs are intended to support the

further evolution of research and education networking, broaden-
ing access to the network and enabling new applications through
the deployment of advanced technologies.

Federal support to further the development of networks that
support research and education communications is directed
primarily at upgrading the Federal "backbone" networks that
have formed the core of the Internet.t These networks include the

National Science Foundation's NSFNET backbone, the NASA
Science Internet (NSI) (figure 2-1), the Department of Energy's
Energy Sciences Network (ESnet), end the Department of
Defense's DARTnet and ihrrestrial Wideband Network
(TWBnet). The NASA and DOE networks are primarily intended
for traffic related to the mission of the supporting agency, while
the current NSFNET backbone serves users in a broader range of

disciplines in universities, supercomputer centers, and industry
research laboratories. The DOD networks support research and
development of new communications technologies. The Federal

Office of Science and 11:chno1ogy Policy (OSTP), "Grand Challenges 1993: High

Performance Computing and Communications." p. 18.
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Germany

networks are interconnected at FIXes (Federal
Internet Exchanges) at NASA's Ames Research
Center in California and at the University of
Maryland.

Upgrading the agency-supported backbones is
not the only thing needed to improve research and
education networking. The majority of users in
universities schools, and libraries do not have
direct access to o= of the backbone networks.
These users rely on thousands of other networks
that, together with the Federal agency backbones,
form the Internet. These networks are intercon-
nected, and information typically traqels through
several networks on its way from one user to

Israel
ClXnet

Garden City

Long Island

another. In order to provide good performance
end-to-end, all of the Internet's networks will
need to evolve in a coordinated fashion, matched
in capability and performance.

Most of the Internet's networks are "campus"
or "corporate" networks, connecting userswithin
a university or a company. Campus and corporate
networks may in turn be interconnected by
"regional" networks. For example, NYSERNet
(New York State Education and Research Net-
work) connects campuses and industrial custom-
ers in New York State (figure 2-2) and
BARRNET (Bay Area Regional Research Net-
work) does the same in northern California.
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18 l Advanced Network Technology

Figure 2-3The NSFNET Hierarchical Structure

SOURCE: National Scianc Foundation (NSF).

Regional networks also provide a connection
between campus networks and the national
NSFNET backbone that carries traffic to other
regions.2 The regional networks, and he resulting
three-tier structure of campus, regional, and
backbone networks (figure 2-3), evolved with
support from the National Science Foundation.3

The Internet also includes several networks
that provide service on a for-profit basis.4 The
government investment in developing and demon-
strating Internet technology during the 1970s and
1980s has created opportunities for the private
sector to sell Internet services. The effectiveness
of the Internet technology has been proven, and a

2 NASA and DOE sites ire connected directly to the agency networks. However, NASA and DOE rely on the regional networks and the
NSFNET backbone to connect to university researchers participating in NASA and DOE projects.

3 For a description of evolution of the regional networks and the three-tier stnicture, see Ric.hard A. Mandelbaum and Paulette A.
Mandelbaum. "The Strategic Future of the Mid-Level Networks," Brian Kahin (ed.), Building Information hifrastructure (New York. NY:
McGraw Hill Primis, 1992).

4 Eric Armin, "The Internet Dilemma: Freeway or Tollway," Business Communications Review, December 1992, vol. 22, No. 12, p. 31.
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growing number of companies are now using the
Internet to conduct business. Even though the
NREN program continues government funding
for the agency backbone networks, in order to
upgrade them to gigabit speeds, government
support is becoming less central to the Internet as
a whole. New commercial providers of nation-
wide Internet services have emerged. In addition,
NSF has been reducing subsidies to the regional
networks, which are increasingly being asked to
recover costs from users.

The availability of commercial services is
leading to a change in the makeup of the users of
the Internet. Until recently, corporate use of the
Internet was restricted to scientists and engineers
in research laboratories or engineering depart-
ments. In part, this was due to the history of the
Internet as an experimental network. The limited
use of the Internet by the private sector was also
due to an "Acceptable Use" policy that reserved
the federally supported backbones for reseal. Ai
and education traffic.5 The new coiricrial
providers have no traffic restrictions, allowing the
Internet to serve a wider range of users. Today's
Internet users can have different security require-
ments6, their technical sophisticalion varies, and
the demands they place on the nen vork's capacity
differs.

One of the goals of the NREN program is to
continue the trend towards provision of Internet
services on a commercial basis, rather than solely
as the result of a government subsidy.7 The
NRIEN program continues government support
for networking, but the emergence of commercial
providers is leading to changes in the mechanisms
by which this support is provided. NSI and ESnet

Chapter 2The Internet 1 19

will continue to support agency missions, but the
next-generation NSFNET backbone will be con-
siderably different from the current NSFNET
backbone. As part of its NREN plans, NSF has
decided that much of the traffic that is currently
carried by its NSFNET backbone will in the
future be handled by commercial providers,
encouraging the further development of this
segment of the Internet.

The next-generation NSFNET backbone will
support a narrower range of users and serve fewer
sites. Today's NSFNET backbone serves many
sites nationwide, connecting regional networks
and supercomputer centers (figure 2-4). It is a
"general purpose" backbone, carrying traffic
ranging from ordinary electronic mail to ad-
vanced supercomputer applications. In the future,
the backbone will primarily be used by the NSF
supercomputer centers, in Ithaca, New York,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, San Diego, California,
and Champaign, Illinois.8 Other users, with more
routine applications, will use services available
from commercial providers. Without the current
national backbone, the regional networks will
have to make new arrangements for their inter-
connection (see ch. 5, p. 67).

The next-generation NSFNET backbone will
continue to contribute to the objective of develop-
ing advanced network technology. The new
backbone, together with the next-generation NSI
and ESNET, will be one of the first networks to
use the technologies studied by the gigabit
testbeds described in chapter 4. The Federal
networks will provide "experimental" services,
not yet available from commercial providers.
They will demonstrate and test new network

5 For issues related to NSF's Acceptable Use Policy, see Hearings before the House Subcommittee on Science, Space, and lbchnology.
Mar. 12, 1992, Serial No. 120.

6 Gmy H. Anthes, "Internet Security Risks," Computerworld, vol. 26. No. 48, Nov. 30, 1992, p. 55.

7 "Mhe NREN Program has a series of synergistic goals [including) stimulating the availability, at a reasonable cost, of the required
services from the private sector," Office of Science and lbchnology Policy (OSTP), "The National Research and Education Netwerk Program:
A Report to Congress," December 1992, p. 2.

For a description of the NSF supercomputer centers, see U.S. Congress, Office of Ilechnology Aim:sin:lent, High Performance Computing
and Networking for Science, OTA-BP-CIT-59 (Washington. DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, September 1989), pp. 9-10.
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technologies and applications before they are
deployed more widely by operators of commer-
cial networks.

Federal agencies may subsidize access to
network services for users not at one of the
backbone sites.9 Today, NSF lowers the cost of
networking for many users by directly subsidiz-
ing a general-putpose backbone and by providing
subsidies to the regional networks. This strategy
has contributed to broadening network access
beyond major universities and supercomputer
centers, to include many colleges and schools. In
the future, many of these users will no longer be
able to use the subsidized NSF network. Instead,
Federal agencies may subsidize users' purchases
of services from the commercial providers.
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The IsTREN can then be viewed as many
interconnected networks, developing from com-
ponents of the current Internet. Some networks
the agency backboneswill be funded directly
by the government. This part of the NREN is
sometimes referred to as the "Interagency Interim
NREN" or "NREN proper," and will use ad-
vanced network technologies to support high-end
users, agency missions, and the science objectives
of the HPCC program. Other Internet networks
such as existing regional networks or new com-
mercial providersmay also carry NREN traffic,
from users subsidized by the government, but
would carry commercial traffic as well. These
networks will likely use less sophisticated network
technology than the agency backbone networks.

9 "Over time, NSF will target its funding to those campuses which have fmancial impediments to connecting into the U.S. Internet" Robert
Aiken et al., "NSF Implementation Plan for Interagency Interim NRFN," May 1992, p. 4; "Federal funds. ..will also support users that serve
Federal missions whether or not they access NRFN through the agency networks," OSTP, op. cit.. footnote 7, p. 3.



This two-part strategyagcacy operation of
advanced networks combined with subsidies for
Internet access for certain groups of end users
represents a more detailed framework than the
general NREN concepts and goals outlined in the
High Performance Computing Act of 1991. It is
expected to form the basis of NSF's forthcoming
solicitation for the operation of its component of
the NREN. It is also outlined in recently intro-
duced legislation, the High Performance Comput-
ing and High Speed Networking Applications Act
of 1993 (H.R. 1757), which would amend the
High Performance Computing Act of 1991. How-
ever, there is concern in parts of the user
community most affected by the change to an
environment in which there is no longer a general
purpose government operated network about the
cost of commercial services and about the timing
and management of the transition.

The remainder of this chapter describes the
technology used in the current Internet. Chapter 3
provides an overview of emerging concepts that
address some of the limitations of current network
technology and might be used to construct gigabit
networks. Chapter 4 describes the gigabit
testbeds, NSF- and ARPA-funded prototype net-
works that are investigating these new technolo-
gies. Chapter 5 outlines NSF, NASA, and DOE
plans for the deployment of the testbed technolo-
gies in their networks.

APPLICATIONS

From the users' perspective, an "application"
is a task that the combination of the computer and
the network enables them to perform. For exam-
ple, a science teacher might use the Internet to
locate information that can he used in a class, si .ch
as images stored in NASA databases, or databases
containing tailored educational materials. Research-
ers use the Internet to track developments in their
field, by exchanging information or drafts of
papers and collaborating with other scientists.rn
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In the business world, networks are increasingly
used to track inventory or manage activities
throughout a large company. In the future, net-
works may be used to help provide medical
services to distant locations.

From a network engineering perspGctive, an
"application" is a computer program that builds
on the basic network service to allow a user to
perform tasks. The application program provides
interaction with the user; it does not handle the
details of moving a message through the network
to its destination. These functions are performed
by communications softwarea second program
running on the computerand specialized h.nd-
ware that converts the computer's digital data to
the format used by the network. When an
applications program wants to send information
to another computer, it hands the message to the
communications software, which then formats the
message and sends it over the network.

There are four major Internet applications
electronic mail (e-mail), file transfer, remote
login, and news. Electronic mail is used to send
messages to other users of the Internet, and for
most users it is probably the application they use
the most frequently. File transfer (File Transfer
Protocol or FfP) is used to retrieve a "file" from
another computer; a file could be a computer
program, an article, or information from a com-
mercial database. "Remote login" ('lelnet) is
used to control a distant computer; this is the
application used to access a supercomputer or one
of the other specialized computing resources on
the Internet. "News" is a kind of bulletin board
or discussion groupthousands of "newsgroups"
address a wide range of different topics.

The current Internet applications are difficult to
use. For example, it is difficult to fmd information
resources on the network. First, the user has to
know that the information exists somewhere
reachable on the network, then where to find it,
and, having found the database, how to locate the
information in the database. A number of new

For an ovetview of the wide range of uses for the Internet, see Daniel P. Darn, "Applying the Internet," Byte, February 1992, p. 111.
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applications assist this process by acting as
indexes or catalogues. Second, the user interface
for most applications is often difficult to use,
requiring a user to recall obscure commands. The
difficulty in use is partly due to the Internet's
heritage as an experimental network used mainly
by scientists and engineers who were comfortable
with arcane computer languages.

The existing Internet applications programs are
beginning to be replaced by more sophisticated
versions.0 Today, for example, the Internet file
transfer program, FTP, is used to retrieve a file
from a distant computer, but a different program
is used to retrieve a file stored on the waome"
computer. Newer versions of these applications
are "transparent," so that the user will not know
whether a file is located on a distant computer, or
that a program is executed on a different machine.
These new applications are the beginnings of a
foundation for "distributed computing," in which
the computers on a network form an integrated
system that performs as a single computer.

1 Applications and Network Technology
Some limitations of current applications are

due to the applications software itself, but other
limitations are due to the underlying network
technology. One problem with current network
technology is a shortage of bandwidth. Band-
width is a measure of the amount of data that can
be moved through the network in a given period
of time, and is typically specified in terms of "bits
per second." Because of the limited capacity of
today's network, it is often impractical to move
large amounts of data across the networL
examples of large files are images (see box 2-A)
and the data sets used in supercomputer applica-
tions.

A second limitation of current Internet technol-
ogy is that it is best suited for applications that
handle text or numerical data. The Internet is less
effective when supporting applications that make
use of "real-time" media such as video and
sound.12 In the case of video, this is due in part to
the bandwidth limitationhigh-quality video needs
to move large amounts of data, and the necessary
bandwidth is not available throughout the In-
ternet. Support for video and sound is also limited
because the performance of the Internet is highly
variable. Because video creates the illusion of
motion by sending a "stream" of pictures at
regular intervals, a longer delay in the time it
takes one of the pictures to get through the
network irterrupts the video information that is
being displayed on the user's computes.° A new
techno!ogy called "fast packet switching," dis-
cussed in detail in chapter 3, may provide the
more consistent network performance that video
applications need. Digital transmission and high
bandwidth alone are not always sufficient to
enable a network to carry video.

The limited capacity of the current Internet and
the variability of its performance also constrain
the use of sophisticated "distributed computing"
applications. In distributed computing, one is able
to treat the computers on a network as a single,
more powerful computer. For example, two
computers, exchanging data through the network
as necessary, might be able to complete a
computation th half the time needed by one
computer working alone. If data takes too long to
travel between the computers, however, the
advantages of dividing a computation among
several computers are lost. In the current Internet,
the local area network (LAN) technology used in
campus networks often performs better than wide
area network (WAN) technology used in the

11 For example, "disnibuted file systems" are beginning to replace the traditional File Transfer Protocol (FTP) application.

12 Jeffmy Schwartz, "A Push for Packet Video," ConumusicationsWed, Aug. 3, 1992, p. 1.

13 This problem is being attacked in a number of ways. New network architectures. described in chapter 3, try toreduce the degree of variation

in networ1 performance. Other researcbtrs are investigating mechanisms that would compensatefor the variable performance. For example,

the receiving computer could "even out" some of the variation before the data is displayed to the user.
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Box 2-AImages and Video

Images

The screen ot a computees display is made up of many individual picture elements orpixels," like the little

dots that can be seen on television screens. By displaying each pixel with a different shade and different color,

the computer forms an image on the screen. The greater the density of pixels, the higher the "resolution" of the

image. The displays used tor ordinary desktop computers usually have a few hundred pixels in both the horizontal

and vertical directions, while a high-definition television display would have about 1,000 pixels vertically and about

2,000 horizontally. Even higher resolution displays are beirn developed for specialized medical, publishing, and

defense-retated applications.
The use of high-resolution images places considerabto demands on computersand networks. Typically, each

pixel on a screen is represented by 24 bits. A high-resolution display with 2,000 pixels horizontally and 2,000 pixels

vertically has 4 million pixels (2,000 x 2,000 -4,000,000). This means that96 million bits are needed to represent

the image (4 million x 24 96 million).
In tho telephone network, voice conversations are sent through links that transmit 64 thousand bits per

second. Using these links, an image represented by 96 million bits would take 25 minutes to send through the

network. By contrast, it would take less than one-tenth of a second to send the same image through a gigabit

network.

Video

Video is a series of Images, sent many times a second at regular intervals In order tocreate the illusion of

motion. Typically, 30 or 60 images are sent every second. In a low bandwidth network, in order to send this many

images every second, the images have to be of very low resolution.

Two strategies have been adopted for accommodating image and video transport in networks. The first is

to use compression techniques that reduce the number of bitsneeded for each image. Often, some parts of a

scene do not have to be shown in great detail. Compression schemes for vicleotelephones sometimes rely on the

fact that users are only interested in the "talking head," not the background. Sometimes little changes from one

image to the next (if there is no movement in the scene), in which case the image data does not need to be sent

again.
These techniques are being applied to the new high-definition television systems that are Wing studied by

the Federal Communications Commission for selection as a U.S. standard. An uncompressed high-definition

television signal that sends 30 Images or "frames" every second, with aresolution of 1,000 pixels vertically and

2,000 pixels horizontally, needs about 1.5 gigabits per second. By contrast, newcompression algorithms support

high-definition television at bandwidths of 30 Mb/s or less, one-fiftieth the bandwidth required for the

uncompressed signal.
The second strategy for accommodating video or images is to increase network capacity. Fiber optic

technology can transport many more bits every second than the "twisted pair" copper wires that are used for

todays telephone service. "This background paper oudines some of the research being done on very high-capacity

networks that can carry high-resolution video and Images. However, even a "gigabit network" Is not sufficient for

certain kinds of very high-resoiution video, and compression techniques might still be used.

SOURCES: Peng H. Ang et al., "Moo Compression Makes Big Gains," IEEESpecNum, vol.26, No. 10. October 1991, pp. 16-19; Bernard

Cole, "The Technology Framework." IEEE Spocturn, vol. 30, No. 3, Marsh 1993, pp. 32-39; J. Bryan Lyles and Daniel C. %Mohan, "The

Emerging Gigabit Environment and the Role of Weal ATM," IEEE Commit:Mont vol.30, No. 4, Apd11992, pp. 52-511.
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Figure 2-5--Growth In NSFNET Traffic
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regional and national backbone networks and thus
distributed computing applications are used more
widely in the local environment.

Limitations in network performance are be-
coming more apparent as computer technology
advances. First, advances in computer power
have resulted in demands for more bandwidth
(figure 2-5). The size of the files that users would
like to send through the network is increasing as
a result of greater processing power and larger
memories.14 Some of the new "massiveiy paral-
lel" computers being studied as part of the HPCC
Program may accelerate this trend (see box 2-B).
Furthermore, the declining cost of computing
power has allowed more users to connect to the
network, creating more demand for the limited
amount of capacity.15 Second, computers are
increasingly equipped with display technology
that supports video-based applications. As video
and sound begin to be processed by computers,
there will be greater demand for networks that
support this stream-type traffic. Today's net-

works were designed for an environment in which
computers were restricted to working with ordi-
nary text and numerical data.

In response to the limitations of today's net-
works and the trends in computer design, there is
now a general vision of the type of services that
future computer networks will have to support
larger, possibly image-oriented files, greater use
of stream-type services such as video and sound,
and more distributed computing. However, there
are a number of issues that must be solved, and
researchers are trying to learn more about the
applications that users will need in the future.
Because most network technologies support some
types of applications better than others, argu-
ments in the technical community about the best
way to build broadband networks can often be
traced to different assumptions about the ex-
pected mix of applications. One of the objectives
of the NSF/ARPA gigabit testbeds discussed in
chapter 4 is to learn about applications for
advanced networks by encouraging collaboration
among applications developers and network engi-
neers.

PROTOCOLS
The Internet is a "packet-switched" network

a very different design from that used by the
telephone network.16 Data travels through the
network as a "packet," a block of digital data
consisting of the application's data and some
extra information added by the communications
software and hardware." This information is sent
either before the applications data in a "header,"
or after the data, in a "trailer," and tells the
network the packet's destination address or in-
structs the receiving computer as to what to do
with the applications data in the packet (figure
2-6). For example, the sending computer could

14 Tim Studt, "Can High-Performance Networks Meet Future R&D Needs7"R&D Magazine, October 1992, pp. 30-34.

15 Traffic on the NSPNET backbone is growing at a rate of 10% per month. OSTP. op. cit., footnote 7, p. 31.

3 Vinton G. Cerf, "Netweeks," Sciemific American,voL 265. No. 3. September 1991. pp. 72-81.

17 Often, packets are compared to tbe envelopes used in ordinary mail servicethe cum information in the packet performs much the same

function as the address on an envelope.
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Box 2-B--Massively Parallel Computers

The conventional computers found on most desktops use a single processor. Programs for these computers
consist of a list of instructions, to be executed one after another by the processor. Parallel computers are based
on the idea that a computer with several processors can wive a problem more quicidy than a computer with a sin*,

processor. Much of the HPCC Program's supercomputer design research focuses on the development of
"massively parallel" computers with thousands of processors.

Supercomputers are expensive, high-performance mathines that have been used mainly for numerical
simulations in science and engineering. The first commercially important supercomputer, the CRAY-1, was first
sold in 1976.1t used a single processor, and achieved its high performance by careful attention to pro:near design
and the use of specialized electronics. Over the next decade, supercomputer designers followed this basic model,

trying to achieve the highest possible performance with a single processor.
By the mid-1980s, however, it became increasingly difficult to squeeze better perfarmance out of traditional

supercomputer designs, even as more exotic technologies were applied to the task. As a result, supercomputer
designers began trying a different route to improved performancethe use of several processors. One approach
involved a relativety small number of traditional high-performanse supercomputer processors. For example, in
1983, Cray shipped a supercomputer that used four processors to speed up performance.

By conbast, the massively parallel approach to supercomputer design uses hundreds or thousands of
low-oost microprocessors (processors that fit on a single semiconckictor chip). The greater the number of
processors, the more powerful the computer. In many cases, the microprocessors are the same as those used
in high-end workstations. The performance of microprocessors increases every year, creating the potential for
even more powerful massively parallel supercomputers.

Supercomputer centers and Federal laboratories have purchased several massively parallel supercomputers
and are exploring their use in a number of applications. A maior challenge for users of massively parallel
supercomputers lies in the area of software. Massively parallel computers have to be programmed in new ways,
because programs can no longer be thought of as a simple list of instructions. New algorithms, efficient ways of
solving numerical problems ,. will have to be developed. Research on algoethms and software tools that take
advantage of the potential of massively parallel supercomputers is one focus of the HPCC program.

SOURCES: Glenn Zomette, ed., "Special Report Supercomputers," IEEE Spoctun, vol. 29, No. 9. September 1992; pp. 25-41; Offioe
of Science and Technology Policy, "atand Challenges 1993: high Performance Compufidg and Communications," 1992, pp. 13-17; Cad
S. Ledbetter, "A Histodcal Perspeeive of Scientific Computing In Japan and the United States," Sups/computing Review, vol. 3, No. 12,
Decembw 1990, pp. 411-511.

put a short code in the header to tell the receiving
computer that the data belongs to an electronic
mail messagethis allows the receiving com-
puter to process the data appropriately after
receiving the packet.

Once the packets have been formatted they are
sent out of the computer and through the net-
work's web of links and switches. Switches
receive packets coming in on one link and send
them out on the next link in the path to their
destination (figure 2-7). When the packet arrives
at a switch, the switch scans the destination

330-073 0 93 3 QL 3

address and determines which link the packet
should transit next. The Internet packet switches
or "routers" are special computers that have been
provided with connections to a number of links
and programmed to carry out the switching
functions.

The software in the routers and the users'
computers implement "protocols," the rules that
detennine the format of the packets and the
actions taken by the routers and networked
computers. The Internet protocols are often re-
ferred to as TCP/lP (the acronyms refer to the two
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Figure 2-6Packet

Trailer Applications data
Header
To: Computer #
From: Computer #

A packet is a block of digital data, consisting of data from the users application and extra informationused by the network
or receiving computer to process the packet For example. the "header might containthe "address" of the destination
computer. A real packet would be several thousand bits long.

SOURCE: Offico of lichnology Assosarnent, 1993.

most important Internet protocols, the Transmis-
sion Control Protocol and the Internet Protocol.)
Special protocols called "routing protocols" are
used by the routers to keep a current map of the
Internet and to determine the best path to a
destination computerfor example, to choose a
path that avoids heavily loaded networks.

One of the most important characteristics of the
Internet is that the thousands of linked networks
are independently operated; there is no central
control of the Internet. However, by sharing the
Internet protocols, the networks are able to
exchange traffic. One of the functions of the
Internet protocols is to mask differences in the
technology used by the networks that make up the
Internet. The campus networks' local area net-
work technology differs from the wide area
network technology used in the regional and
national backbone networks, and there are many
different local area network standards. The term
"Internet" is short for "internetworking," the
practice of linking technologically different and
independently operated networks.

The future of the current Internet protocols is
the subject of considerable debate in the Internet
community. The most significant problem is that
today's routing technologies are being strained by
rapid growth in the number of connected net-
works and users.18 The management of a complex
and growing network has been one of the major
challenges faced by the current NSFNET. A

number of different proposals that would simplify
the routers' task of finding paths tbrough today's
more complex Internet are being considered. The
effect of increases in bandwidth on TCP/P has
also been debated in the technical community,
and new protocols have been proposed. Many
now believe that TCP/P can continue to provide
good service over gigabit networks, but internet-
working in high bandwidth networks is a research
topic in itself.

NETWORK COMPONENTS
A network is a complex system, consisting of

many computer programs and hardware compo-
nents such as links, computers, and switches. The
overall performance of the network depends on
how well these components work together. There
are a number of potential bottlenecksthe rate at
which data can be txansferred from the computer's
memory to the network, the rate at which data can
be transmitted through the links, and the amount
of time the switches need to decide where to send
data next. Simply removing one of these bottle-
necks does not guarantee that the overall perform-
ance of the network will improve. The emergence
of fiber optics has removed the links as a
bottleneck for the foreseeable future; the research
projects described in chapter 4 show that this has
exposed research issues in other parts of the
network.

" 1Karen Lynch, "Internet Metsinorphosis." Communication:Week International. Aug. 10, 1992, p. 1.
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(a) Packet-switched communication
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As a packet travels through the network, the switches decide where to send the packet next.

(b) Single link shared by several users

The links in a packet network are shared by several users. Network designers choose
the link capacity or bandwidth to match the expected amount of traffic.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1993.

1 Computers
Many different kinds of computers are attached

to the Internet, ranging from desktop personal
computers costing a few hundred dollars to
supercomputers that cost millions of dollars.
Among scientists and engineers, the type of
computer that is most widely used is the "work-
station," a powerful desktop computer with
enough processing power to support graphical

user interfaces and high-resolution displays. For
most of today's applications, almost any com-
puter has enough processing power to attach to
the Internet. The low bandwidth of the current
Internet places few demands on computers for
handling the communications functions, leaving
much of the processing power free to run the
applications.
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One of the reasons for the creation of the
NSFNET backbone was to provide access to
NSF's four supercomputer centers. Recently,
these supercomputer centers have begun to install
"massively parallel" supercomputers. This new
type of supercomputer attempts to achieve very
high processing speeds by combining the process-
ing power of thousands of smaller processors.
Other supercomputers use a more traditional
design, and are referred to as "vector" supercom-
puters. Each design may work best with certain
kinds of computations; one of the objectives of
the gigabit testbed research is to explore the use
of networks to divide up problems in a way that
takes advantage of the strengths of both vector
and massively parallel supercomputers.°

Links
The digital links in computer networks usually

use copper or fiber, but satellite and microwave
Jinks are also used. At each end of the copper or
fiber is the transmission equipment, electronics
that convert data into the optical or electrical
signals that travel through the network. The
capacity of the wires or strands of fiber depends
on the characteristics of the material used and on
the capabilities of the transmission equipment.

Today's Internet uses both low bandwidth links
that operate over copper at a few thousand bits per
second (kilobits per second or kb/s), and high
bandwidth links that operate over fiber with a data
rate of about 45 million bits per second (megabits
per second or Mb/s). The test networks described
in chapter 4 will use links that operate at a rate of
one billion bits per second (a gigabit per second
or Gb/s).

'Typically, a single wire or strand of fiber
carries many links at the same time. Through a
process called "multiplexing," several low-
bandwidth links can be aggregmed into a higher
bandwidth link. Gigabit-capacity fiber, for exam-
ple, can be used either to carry several thousand

low-bandwidth links used for telephone calls, or
a single high-bandwidth link needed for a gigabit
network.

The required link bandwidth depends on both
the bandwidth requirement of each user and on
the number of users sharing the link. One of the
main reasons for upgrading the links in the
NSFNET backbone from 1.5 Mb/s to 45 Mb/s in
1991 was to accommodate growth in the number
of users. Growth in the use of routine applications
can also be supported by simply adding more
low-bandwidth links. However, new applications
that need very large amounts of bandwidth to
themselves require the deployment of higher
bandwidth links. By increasing the link band-
width to gigabit rates, the gigabit NREN will be
able to support new classes of advanced applica-
tions, not just growth in the number of users.

Operators of wide area computes networks,
such as the regional networks and the agency
backbones, typically lease their links from the
telephone companies. The telephone companies
have already obtained the rights-of-way and have
installed the transmission facilities for use in their
core business, voice telephone service. Because
of the reliance on telephone company facilities,
discussions of computer network link bandwidth
often use telecommunications industry designa-
tions of link capacity. For example, the current
NSFNET backbone is often referred to as a "T3"
network, after the industry designation of 45 Mb/s
links. "T1" links, which operate at 1.5 Mb/s, are
used in the current Department of Energy and
NASA networks and in the regional networks. As
the Federal networks are upgraded to bandwidths
above the 45 Mb/s T3 rate, they will use a new
family of transmission standards designed for
high-capacity fiber optic links, called Synchro-
nous Optical Network (SONET) (see table 2-1).

Universities and corporations install their own
links in their buildings for use in local area
networks. Local area netwo.ks can provide users
with higher bandwidth than wide area networks-

19 "A Union of Superpowers." IEEESpearwn, vol. 28, No. 6, June 1991, p. 18.
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Figure 2-8--Access Link

mess link

SOURCE: Mize of Technology Assessment, 1993.

Table 2-1Transmission Rates

Industry designation Transmission rate

DSO 64 WA
T1 1.5 Mb/s

T3 45 Mb/3
SONET 0C-3 155 MbIs
SONET 0C-12 622 Mb/s
SONET 0C-48 2.4 Gb/s

sOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1993.

this is due in large part to the high cost of high
bandwidth wide area links Because of the higher
bandwidth available on local area networks, they
have been used for experimentation with high-
bandwidth distributed computing and video ap-
plications. In the future, however, users will want
wide area networks that match the performance of
local area networks; one of the objectives of the
testbed project outlined in chapter 4 is to investi-
gate high-speed wide area networking.

When campus networks arrange to be con-
nected to the closest regional or national network,
they obtain an "access" link (figure 2-8). This is
usually leased from the telephone company, just
as the links inside wide area networks are leased
from the telephone company. The cost of the
Internet service depends on the access bandwidth;
high bandwidth access is extremely expensive. It
is common to find local area networks operating
at 10 Mb/s or 100 Mb/s, while the access link to
the rest of the Internet operates at 56 kb/s or less
(some organizations have 1.5 Mb/s access links,
but these are considerably more expensive). Most

a

Regional or national
network

individuals, schools, and small businesses are
required to use their ordinary analog telephone
line to access Internet servicesa device called a
"modem" is needed to send digital computer
data owr these lines, usually at 14.4 kb/s or less.

I Switches
Packet switches in the Internet, also known as

routers, direct packets to the next link in the path
to their destination. Packet switched networks
emerged to handle data communications, services
not well snpported by the "circuit switches" ub,..%1
for ordinary telephone calls (figure 2-9). Packet
networks are more efficient for typical computer
communications trafficshort transactions or
"bursts" separated by periods of no traffic (box
2-C). In a packet network, several users share the
same linkduring the period in which one group
of users is not using the link, other users can send
their packets. In a circuit switched network, by
contrast, each communicafion gets its own link.
For this reason, circuit switches are most efficient
when a communication involves a relatively long,
steady stream of data such as video or voice.

While the Internet networks use telephone
company links, the packet switches are usually
not operated by the telephone companies. Instead,
a second organization plans the network and
installs the packet switches at the sites it has
chosenthe involvement of the telephone com-
pany is usually limited to providing the links
between the sites. From the perspective of the
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Figure 2-9--Circuit Switching

(a) Telephone network

C-rcuit switch

In the telephone network, circuit switches are interconnected by several links.
No communication can take place until a "circuit" is established.

4E5

(b) Circuit-switched call

iQ0.1

First, a number is dialled by one of the users. The network then checks to make
sure that there are unused links in the path between the two users. If there are
unusee, links, the switches establish connections between each of the links in the
path, thereby creating a "circuit."

(c) Separate circuits for each call

The links in a circuit are reserved for users until they "hang up." A new circuit
has to be established for each pair of users. Network designers try to ensure
that the number of available links matches the expected level of usage.

SOURCE: Off km of Toohnotopy Awoumnont, 1993.



telephone company, the computer network traffic
is just "bits" traveling over its linksthe tele-
phone company's equipment does not make
decisions about where to send the packets.
Beginning in the mid-1970s, the telephone com-
panies began installing some packet switches in
their networks in order to support the growing
data communications market, but their efforts to
enter this market were considered to be unsuc-
cessfuL

The processing power required of a packet
switch depends on the link bandwidth and the
complexity of the network. As the link bandwidth
increases, switches must be able to process
packets more quickly. The processing power
needed will also increase as the network gets
larger and more complex, because it becomes
more difficult to determine the best path through
the network. Currently, the NSFNET backbone's
router technology does not allow the use of
applications that need more than 22.5 Mb/s, half
the potential maximum of a 45 Mb/s T3 net-
work.= This shows how the overall performance
of the network depends on many differe nt. compo-
nents; increasing the link bandwidth is not the
only requirement for an advanced network.

ME INTERNET AND ME PUBLIC
SWITCHED NETWORK

In some ways, the Internet and the "public
switched network" that is operated by common
carrier telephone companies are separate. They
differ in the services they providethe telephone
network mainly provides ordinary voice commu-
nications services, while the Internet provides
data communications services such as electronic
mail and access to remote computers. They also
differ as to the communities that they serve
almost everyone has a telephone, while the
Internet and other computer networks primarily
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serve users in the academic community or in
industry. Finally, they differ in their network
technologythe Internet is a packet-switched
network, while the telephone network is a circuit-
switched network. However, the Internet and the
telephone network are related in a number of
ways. Any discussion of the evolution of net-
working has to consider both the traditional
telecommunications companies and the Internet
community.

First, the Internet and the public switched
network are related in that the links in wide-ma
computer networks are usually supplied by the
telephone companiescomputer network opera-
tors do not usually put their own fiber in the
ground. As a result, the availability of new
computer network capabilities can depend on the
extent to which the telephone companies deploy
advanced transmission facilities, and on the cost
of leasing the links.

The availability of advanced transmission fa-
cilities varies21, depending on whether a com-
puter network will operate over the telephone
network's "interoffice" or "local loop" seg-
ments. Most of the links required for a wide area
network such as the NSFNET backbone operate
over the interoffice core of the telephone network,
which has largely been upgraded to optical fiber
and digital transmission. The telephone compa-
nies upgraded this part of their networks in part to
achieve operational savings, even when deliver-
ing existing services.

However, access links, such as those between
a campus and a regional network, need to use
local loop facilities. For the most part, this
segment of the telephone network still consists of
copper, analog lines. Large users are able to avoid
this bottleneck by making special arrangements
with the local exchange carrier for higher band-
width digital lines. However, individuals,
schools, and small businessts generally have to

20 Alan Bantry IBM. personal communication, Feb. 3, 1993.

21 Nafloaal Thlecommunications and Information Administration, Departmem of Commerce, "Ulecommenications in the Age of
Information," October 1991, pp. 97-109.
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Box 2-CPacket Switching and Circuit Switching

Computer networks such as the Internet use packet switches, which direct packets from link to link through

a network. Todays telephone network, by contrast, uses drcuit switches. Each type of switchingtechnology works

best with different kinds of communications. Packet switching is more eff icient for the transfer of typical computer

communications traffic such as files of text or numerical data (figure 2-C-1). Circuit switching, on the other hand,

Figure 2-C-1Packet Switching More Efficient for Data

(a) Data communications does not use circuits fully

Circuit switching can be used for computer communications. Here, circuits have been set up between two pairs
of computers. However, computer communications often have a "bursty" character periods in which data is
sent followed by periods of "silence." When no data is sent, the circuit's capacity goes unused. The capacity is
used more efficiently when the communications involve a steady flow of information, such as video
or voice transmission.

(b) Link sharing makes packet networks more efficient for data

I 1 1

Rra
In a packet-switched network, several users' traffic shares the same link. If one user is not using the link's
capacity, it can be used by others. The figure shows bursts of data assembled into packets and travelling
through the network on the same link. Here, one link's capacity is sufficient to handle communications between
both pairs of users, freeing the second link for other uses.

SOURCE: Office of Tedinology Assessment, 1993.

use the combination of a modem and their
telephone line to access computer networks. The
bandwidth of such an arrangement is relatively
lowonly a few kb/sand is clearly a bottleneck
that limits widespread use of sophisticated serv-
ices.

The telephone network and computer networks
are also related in the sense that the traditional

telecommunications providers are beginning to
offer data communications services, including
Internet services. In the past, efforts by the
industry to enter this market have not been
successful. This has been attributed to a "culture
clash"a lack of understanding of computer
network technology and of the needs of users of
computer networks. However, the telephone corn-
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can provide the consistent perfcgmance needed by video or voice traffic (figure 24-2). One of the objectives of

the research described in chapter 3 and chapter 4 is to develop switches that combine theefficiency and flexibility

of packet switching with the consistent perfcimance of drcuit switching.

Figure 2-C-2Circuit Switching Better for Voice or Video

(a) Variable performance due to packet network link sharing

If two packets arrive at a switch at the same time and need to use the same outgoing link (i), one of the packets
will have to wait (ii). It is difficult for a user to know in advance what the network performance will be. The
packet may experience no delay (the dark gray packet), or it may have to wait at each switch (the light gray
packet). This variation in delay has limited the use of packet networks for time-sensitive communications such

as video or voice.

(b) Circuit switched performance is predictable

In a circuit-switched network, each communication has its own circuit. Users' information travels through the
network without being affected by the characteristics of other communications (i)(ii). The time needed for
information to travel through the network will always be the same.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Aueesment, 1993.

panies hope to play a more active role in this
market.

The telephone companies have two main com-
petitors in this venture. First, there are already a
number of commercial providers of Internet
services and other data communications services.
These providers lease lines from the telephone
companies, install packet switches, and operate

their network without any further involvement
from the telephone companies, sharing their
network's capacity among different groups of
users for a fee. The current T3 NSFNET backbone
is obtained as a service from one of these
conunercial Internet providers.

Second, many users choose to operate "private
networks"they build a network of their own
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using leased lines and bypass the public network.
Most corporations use this strategy to intercon-
nect local area networks at different sites within
their organization. Equipment used in private
networks is provided by computer companies and
othess, who have taken advantage of the tele-
phone companies' lack of success in providing
data communications services. United States
firms that specialize in the development of routers
and other equipment for private networks are
world leaders and are among today 's fastest
growing companies.22

The telephone companies have introduced a
number of new packet-switched services that are
intended to encourage users to abandon their
private networks.23 One of these services is called
Switched Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS);
another is called Frame Relay.24 The SMDS and
Frame Relay switches do not understand the
Internet protocols, but they can still be used to
carry Internet traffic. The Internet packets are
"encapsulated," or put inside an SMDS or Frame
Relay "envelope," and sent through the network;
at the other end the Internet packet is extracted
and delivered to the computer. The carriers view
SMDS and Frame Relay as transitional steps to a
new technology called Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM), described in chapter 3. They can
potentially be used to provide data communica-
tions services up to 45 Mb/s.

Because of the interrelationship between the
Internet and the public switched network, the

evolution of the Internet is affected by two
different sets of standards committees. The tele-
communications industry standards affect mainly
low level issues, such as transmission standards,
but some of the standards for new telecommuni-
cations industry packet switched services may
play a role as weil. The most important interna-
tional standards group is Lie carr (Interna-
tional Tblegraph and Tblephone Consultative
Committee). The Carr is a technical committee
of the International Tblecommunications Union
(ITU), a specialized agency of the United Nations
that is headquartered in Geneva.25 United States
telecommunications standards are the responsi-
bility of Committee Tl , which is accredited by the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
and sponsored by the Exchange Carriers Stand-
ards Association (ECSA).26 Tblecommunications
industry standards setting has often been criti-
cized as excessively bureaucratic and slow.

By contrast, the Internet standards community,
which addresses higher level issues related to
routing, the TCP/IP protocols, and applications, is
more informal. Much of the work is done by
electronic mail, and there is a greater emphasis on
proving that something works before it is stand-
ardized.27 The two groups responsible for Internet
standards are the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) and the Internet Activities Board (IAB).
The IETF has a number of different working
groups, each looking at a different aspect of the
Internet's operation.

22 G. Pascal Zachary, "U.S. High-Rch Firms Have Begun Staging Little-Noticed Revival," Wall Street Journal, Dec. 14, 1992, p. 1; G.
Pascal Zachary and Stephen Kreider Yoder, "Computa Industry Divides Into Camps of Winners and Losers," Jan. 27, 1993, p. 1; Alan
Deutsclunan, "America's Fastest-Growing Companies," Fortune, vol., 126. No. 7, Oct. 5, 1992, p. 58.

23 Another market for these services is the smaller companies that cannot currently justify private networks.

24 Tim Wilson, "Local Caniers Lay Out Data Service Agendas," CouummicationsWeek, May 25, 1992.

23 GA. Codding and A.M. Rutkowski, The International Tekcommwsications Union in a Changing World (Dedham, MA: Artech House,

1982).

26 1.M. Lifchus, "Standards Committee TIlblecommunications," IEEE Communications, vol. 23, No. 1, January 1985, pp. 34-37.

27 Carl Malamud, "Stacks: Interoperability in Today's Computer Netwotics," (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1992), p. 223.
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Advances in computer technology are driving the require-
ments for broadband networks. Because of increases in
the processing power of computers, there is a need for
higher bandwidth networks. Computers are increasingly

able to execute "multimedie applications, so it is expected that
future networks must be able to carry several kinds of traffic.
Broadband networks will lead to applications that are used for a
wider range of problems, with more emphasis on image-based
communications.

The computer and telecommunicafions industries have con-
ceived broadband network designs for these requirements. Fiber
optic links are a key component of these networks. However,
replacing the smaller capacity links in current networks with
higher bandwidth fiber optic links is not all that is needed:
Improvements in protocol and switch design must also follow.
Future switches will have more processing power, in order to
keep pace with the faster flow of traffic through the links They
will also be designed in a way that allows them to handle
different types of traffic. Tbday's switching technologies do not
have this capability packet switches only handle text and
numerical data efficiently, the telephone network's circuit
switches are best suited to voice traffic, and special networks are
needed for video. The "integrated services" concept envisions
networks that use the same links and switches for all types of
traffic, instead of different technologies for video, data, and
voice.

BROADBAND APPLICATIONS
The new high bandwidth integrated services networks would

improve the performance of existing applications and enable new
applications. Existing applications, such as electronic mail or

35
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databases, could be augmented through the use of
image files and video clips; higher bandwidth
networks would also allow the faster transfer of
large files of supercomputer data. Support for
teal-time high-resolution video would expand
possibilities further, allowing videoconferencing
or the display of output from a scientific instru-
ment, such as a telescope. More generally, the
combination of more powerful computers and
integrated services networks will permit wider
use of two new categories of applications
multimedia applications and distributed comput-
ing.

I Multimedia Applications
Multimedia applications take advantage of the

capability of high-bandwidth integrated services
networks to deliver many different kinds of
datavideo, image, audio, and text and numeri-
cal data. They also take advantage of the process-
ing power of advanced workstations and other
devices attached to the network, allowing users to
edit, process, and select data arriving from a
variety of sources over the network.' Multimedia
applications have been suggested for a large
number of areas2, including education and health
care. There are many different concepts for
delivering multimedia services to the home, such
as multimedia catalogues for home shopping,
information services, entertainment video, and
videotelephone services. Many segments of both
service and manufacturing industries are increas-
ingly using image-based applicationsfor exam-
ple, computers are widely used in the publishing
and advertising industries to compose pages
using high-resolution images.

Multimedia is also the foundation for a new
category of applications that use the combination

of computing and communications to create a
"collaborative" work environment in which
users at a number of scattered sites are able to
work together on the same project.3 For example,
an vplication might allow several researchers to
work on the same set of experimental data at the
same timeany processing done by one re-
searcher would automadcally be shown im the
other researchers' displays. Videoconfaencing
and collaborative applications might allow closer
interaction between researchers in different places.
It is expected, for example, that the teams
working on the Grand Challenges will include
scientists at many locations.

For researchers, "visualization" provides a
way to represent large amounts of data in a more
understandable fonw, it uses images and video to
show the results of simulations or experiments4
(box 3-A). For example, the results of a simula-
tion of a city's air quality could be shown as an
image, with the concentration of a particular
chemical indicated by different colors and color
intensity. If a researcher wanted to review the
evolution of the air quality over time, a series of
images could be used to create a video segment
showing the change in pollutant concentration.
Other programs running on the workstation could
be used to process the data further, pethaps by
examining one part of an image more closely or
by comparing the simulaeon data to experimental
data.

In education, multimedia could be used in
computer-based instructional materials. Multi-
media databases would give students and teachers
access to image and video data. Videoconfer-
encing and collaborative applications could ena-
ble closer interaction between teachers and stu-
dents at multiple locations. For example, it might

Special Issue: Multimedia Ccenmunications, IEEE Commwticasions. vol. 30. No. 5, May 1992.

2 Michael I Damon, Direaor, MIT Laboratcey for Coamuter Science, testimony at bearings before die Joint &comic COCOMitiee,

12, 1992.

3 Sara A. Bly et aL, "Media Spacer Bringing People lbgedier in a Video. Audio, and ComputingEnvironment," COMPIMAkilliOAS of the

ACM, vol. 36. No. 1, January 1993.

4 Matthew Arrott and Sara Lank "Perspectives on Visualization," IEEE Spectrum. vol. 29. No. 9, pp. 61-65.
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As part of the CASA testbed research described in chapter 4, a gigabit network will be used to combine data from

a variety of sources, such as satellites and digital elevation models, to create three-dimensional views.

be possible to better emulate the classroom
environment by allowing more two-way commu-
nication than is currently possible. Students
might also be able to select a particular view of an
experiment being demonstrated by a teacher. In
health care, transfer of high-resolution images,
such as x-ray and MRI data, combined with
videoconferencing and other collaborative appli-
cations, could allow doctors to consult with
specialists in other areas of the country.5

I Distributed Computing
Other researchers have begun to consider the

relationship between computers and communica-

dons in a more general way. "Distributed com-
puting" uses the network to combine the process-
ing power and memory of multiple computers. It
is then possible, for example, to combine several
low-cost workstations to achieve performance
comparable to that of a supercomputera very
expensive machine to purchase and operate.
Computations can also draw on data stored in
many different locations. Distributed computing
becomes feasible as the network connecting the
computers becomes less of a bottleneck, allowing
them to work more closely together.

It may also be useful to do distributed super-
computingusing the network to provide proc-

5 M. Niel Ransom and Dan R. Spears, "Applications of Public Gigabit Networks," IEEE Network, vol. 6, No. 2, March 1992, p. 31.
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Box 34Interactive Visualization Using Gigabit Networks

Scientists at the University of Wleccesin's Space Science and Engineering Center have developed a software

package that allows Interactive" visualization of data computed by a model. This photograph of a woitstation's

display shows both a computed forecast of cold fronts ming across the North Atlantic and the "control panel"

that the scientist can use to control the knives display& I.-

Cowden generate new linde
of images, that change in response

to their users' needs. If the scientist

selects the command "animate," In

the upper left hand corner of the
control panel, the workstation will
display a succession of images that

show the evolution of the storm :Net

time. Other commands allow the
user to rotate and "zoom" the
images, to look at them from any
angle.

The time required for a work-
station to compute a new image, in

response to a user command, can

In significant A supercomputer
would be able to reduce the re-
sponse time and allow interaciive
xploration of the data computed by the model. However, like many research institutions, the University of

Wisconsin does not have a supercomputer.
The Internet could be used to send data to one of the NSF's supercomputer centers. However, the data rate

of todays Internet is too lowthe advantages of speeding up the computation by using a supercomputer aro
outweighed by the time needed to transfer the model data to and from the supercomputer. Wdh a gigabit network,

the communication time would no longer be a bottleneck.
As part of the BLANCA testbed's applications research (see ch. 4, p. 56), University of Wisconsin scientists

will use a gigatit network to support interactive visualization of large data sets. The users commands would be

sant from the workstation ftwough the network to a supercomputer at the National Center for Supercomputing
Applications, in Champaign, Illinois, which would do most of the visualization processing and send the image data

bask to the workstation for dispiay. This tested research may serve to dem3nstrate a way for the majority of

research institutions that do not have supercomputers to do interactive visualization.

SOURCES: Maim Hibbard, Univirsity of WIsconsin--Spaos Selma and Enginaaring Canter, Mar. 11, 1993; Wiliam Hibbard, David
Sant*, and Gregory Tripoli, "Mewed** Atmotrobadc Data Amass Via High-Speed Netwedis," CompuW Mirada; and ISDN SysIstml,

vol. 22, pp. 103-10g.
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essing power that exceeds that of a single
supercomputer6 (see box 3-B). Supercomputer
applications are often simulations of real-world
phenomena; for example, airplane designers do

not need to build a model of an airplane and test
it in a wind tunnel, but can simulate the flow of air
around the airplane on a supercomputer. Unfortu-
nately, for many ir teresting problems the process-

6 Cbarlea E Catlett, "In Search of Gigabit Applications," IEEE Communications, vol. 30, No. 4, April 1992, pp. 43-45.
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The CASA testbed will use a gigabit network to link supercomputers at the California Institute of Technology
(Cif), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), and the San Diego
Supercomputer Center (SDSC).

ing time required with even the fastest supercom-
puter can be significant.7 Researchers hope to
reduce this time by using multiple computers in
parallel and linking them through a network. The
network could also connect the supercomputers to
scientific instruments or massive remote data-
bases that would provide data to be used in the
calculations.8

Applications and Network Requirements
Two requirements will be placed on future

networks. First, they will need to have much
higher bandwidth than today's networks, in order

0

to keep pace with advances in computer technol-
ogy and support bandwidth-intensive video-
based and distributed computing applications.
Distributed supercomputing applications would
require even greater increases in network band-
width. Second, the networks will have to be more
flexible than today's networksthey will be
supporting a more diverse range of services, with
a wider range of bandwidth requirements.

HIGHER BANDWIDTH
The bandwidth requirement for each type of

application depends on a number of factors.

7 Office of Science Technology Policy, "Grand Challenges 1993: High Performance Coinputing and Communications," p. 15.

Catlett, op. cit., footnote 6, pp. 46-49.
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Box 3-BDistributed Supercomputing

Supercomputer-based simulations are becoming essential tools for science and engineering. Often,

scientists are able to study problems that would be difficult or impossible to study theoretically orexpedmentally.

For example, a number of researchers are developing climate =delis that can be used topredict the evokdion

of the Earth's climate over the coming decades. Computational science is becoming more widely used as the

increasing power of new supercomputers brings more problems within reach.
One of the goals of the HPCC program is the development ci computer technology that will alowscientists

to tacide problems that are beyond the capabilities of todays machines. Some problems simply take kw long to

computesome current models of the ozone depletion process take 10 hours of supercomputer time boom**
the complex chemical reactions that take place in every day of "real" time.Other problems cannot be studied at

a useful level of detailcomputer power might limit a dimate model to tracking the evolution of temperatures at

only a limited number of points on the globe.
Greater processing power is also required for Interactivity," completing a o3mputation in time toallow a user

to take some action to control an instrument, change the parameters of a simulation, or"browse" other data sets

in a database (see box 3-A). This requires that the computation of the model and the visualization processing be

done in a fraction of a second. Today, images can take a considerable amount of time to compute, and are

generally processed "off line" after the computation has been completed. Because of the time required to process

newly computed or collected data, much of the data often goes unused.
The tostbed pror.m is kwestigating the use of gigabit networks to help address difficult computational

science problems. High-speed networks may enable increased processing pow, by liddng several computers

through the netwok For example, a model could be computed on a supercomputer and then sent to a special

graphics processor for the visualization processing, or a model could be split into two parts, with two

supercomputers waidng in parallel to solve the problem. Networks also allow data from multiple sourcesb be used

in a computationlarge databases and scientific instruments, for example.
In the testbeds described in chapter 4, distributed supercomputing is used to increase processing power to

study long-term weather models (part of the CASA testbed research), molecular dynamics (KECTAR), and

chemical modeling (CASA). The use of networked computers to speed up the visualization process in an

interactive fashion is being explored as part of applications for medical treatmentplanning (VISTAnet) and radio

astronomy (BLANCA). Navigation of multiple large databases and associated visualization are used for terrain

visualization (CASA), atmospheric sciences (BLANCA), and terrain navigation (MAGIC).

The testbeds are also worldng on the systems software and "tools" that will support these applications.

Today, implementing distributed applications requires detailed knowledge of the behavior of the network and the

characteristics of different computers. Distributed supercomputing will only be widely used byscientists if they can

be freed of the need to learn these details, and can concentrate on the science aspectsof their simulations. The

testbeds are deveioping ftware nodules that implement commonly used functions, and programs that automate

parts of the applications development process. In the long run, the obfective is to createsoftware support and

distributed operating systems for a "metacomputer," which would hide the complexityof networked computers and

appear to the programmer as a sing* computer.

SOURCES: Gary Stix, "Gigablt Connection," SriontlikAmorkan, October 1990, p. 116; Matthew krott and Sara Latta, "Perspectives on

Visualization," IEEE Spixturn, vc4. 29, No. 9, September 1992, pp. 61-65; Larry Smarr and Charles E. Catlett, "Metacomputing,"

Communications of lito ACM vol. 35, No. 6, Juno 1992, pp. 45-52; Otko of &Woo and Unimak:9y Policy, "Grand Chasms. 1993:
High Parformance Comptain9 and Communications," p. 54.



Because of advances in "compression" technol-
ogy, it now appears that relatively modest in-
creases in bandwidth can accommodate many
simple video and multimedia applications. There
are many ways to convert a video signal to a
digital stream of bits; new compression algo-
rithms are able to squeeze the information content
into fewer. bits without significantly affecting
picture quality? These improvements have re-
sulted from a better understanding of the mathe-
matics of signal processing and also from re-
search on how people perceive images.1° In
addition, incseased processing power due to
advances in microelectronics has allowed sending
and receiving computers to do more complex
signal processing.

Advances in compression technology have
been dramatic. While it was once believed that a
155 Mb/s fiber optic link could carry only a single
high-definition television (HDTV) signal, it is
now believed that such a link can carryfive or six
HDTV signals.11 In addition, it now appears that
many simple video and multimedia applications
will not require broadband fiber access to the
network. New compression techniques are able to
compress VCR-quality video to a few megabits
per second, bandwidths that can be supported by
new schemes for converting the telephone com-
panies' existing copper local loops to digital
service.12 There are a number of emerging video
and image compression standardsthe most
prominent of these will be the HDTV standard to
be chosen by the Federal Communications Com-
mission in 1993.13

However, there are still many possible applica-
tions that would more fully use the capacity of
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fiber.14 These are the kinds of applications that are
being investigated by the testbeds described in
chapter 4. One possibility is distributed super-
computingthe use of high-bandwidth links to
combine the processing power of multiple super-
computers. There are also applications that re-
quire images or video of a quality that can be only
supported by fiber, despite advances in compres-
sion technology. In some cases, such as some
medical applications, compression cannot be
used because it destroys vital data. Other applica-
tions may demand very high bandwidths because
many medium bandwidth streams of data are
delivered to the user at once, allowing the user to
select, combine, or process the streams at the
workstation.15 "Tblepresence" or "virtual real-
ity" applications require the delivery of large
amounts of data in ordes to create the illusion of
a user being in a distant location.

FLEXIBILITY
The second requirement the envisioned appli-

cations place on advanced networks is flexibility.
First, new network technologies should be suffi-
ciently flexible to carry all kinds of traffic. The
integrated services concept envisions a network
in which the same links and switches are used, to
the extent possible, for all types of traffic.
Integrated services networks may be more effi-
cient than separate networks, and would also
match advances in computer technology that
allow computers to run multimedia applications.
Today, different network technologies are used
for voice, video, and ordinary data traffic. As new
services were required, new types of networks
were constructed. The telephone network was

9 Mark Robichaux, "Need More TV? Ta May Offer 500 Channels," Wall Street Journal, Dec. 3, 1992, p. B I.

10 P. H. Ang et al., "Video Compression Makes Big Gains," IEEE Specnum, October 1991, pp. 16-19.

I I See, for a table of bandwidth requirements for compressed signals, J. Bryan Lyles and Daniel C. Swinehart, "The Emerging Gigabit

Environment and the Role of Local Ant" IEEE Communicarions, vol. 30, No. 4, p. 54.

12 Charles F. Mason, "Bell Atlantic Stretches Copper for Video Trial," Telephony, Oct. 26, 1992, p. 10.

13 Mark Lewyn, "Sweating Out the HDTV Contest," Business Week, No. 3306, Feb. 22, 1993, pp. 92-94.

m Ransom and Spears, op. cit., footnote 5, pp. 30-40.

13 Lyles and Swinehan, op. cit., footnote 11, p. 55.
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augmented first by packet switched networks for
data and then by a variety of specialized networks
for video communication16 and distribution, such
as cable television networks. Separate networks
were required in part because no switching
technologies worked equally well with all serv-
ices.

Broadband networks should also be able to
accommodate a range of applications band-
widths, from the very small amount of bandwidth
required for ordinaty electronic mail to the gigabit
rates needed for distributed supercomputing.
Some kinds of switching technologies are more
flexible than others in accommodating different
bandwidths in the same network. Circuit switches,
the type used in the current telephone network,
limit applications to a small number of predeter-
mined bandwidths, while packet switches are
more flexible.

Flexibility is also important from a network
planning standpoint. While there are some gen-
eral ideas about the ways in which broadband
networks will be used, there is no real operational
experience. Ideally, the network technology that
is deployed would be able to accommodate a
range of different scenarios, and its effectiveness
would not depend on network planners lmowing
the exact mix of future applications in advance. In
addition, future networks will have to support a
more diverse range of users, each with different
bandwidth and service requirements. Network
operators would like to deploy network technol-
ogy that could provide services to a diverse range
of users with a minimum amount of customiza-
tion.

FAST PACKET NETWORKS
A number of new concepts for network design

may meet the requirements for flexible broadband
integrated services networks." There is general
agreement that these networks will rely on fiber

optic transmission, which has sufficient band-
width to carry video and other types of bandwidth-
intensive services. There is also general agree-
ment that future networks will use a concept
called "fast packet switching," which provides
the necessary processing power to keep up with
increases in link bandwidth and the necessary
flexibility to support different idnds of services
and a range of bandwidth requirements.

Fast packet networks overcome the main weak-
ness of traditional packet networks by using
special control mechanisms to provide the con-
sistent network performance required for video
and other real-time services. In traditional packet
networks such as the current Internet, the network
could become heavily loaded in a way that
degraded these services. Researchers are looking
at a number of different schemes to either prevent
networks from becoming too heavily loaded, or to
minimin the effects of a heavily loaded network
on traffic such as video that is sensitive to
network performance. Fast packet switches can
then act as the foundation for integrated services
networks.

Both the computer and telecommunications
industries are investigating fast-packet approaches.
In response to the emerging consensus for these
technologies, considerable work has been done
on the development of the necessary network
components such as switches. However, until
recently most experience with these networks had
been confined to relatively small-scale experi-
mentation with local area networks, or simulation
and mathematical modeling. One of the main
purposes of the testbeds described in chapter 4 is
to demonstrate these networks in a realistic
environment. In addition to the testbeds, a number
of other experimental fast packet networks are
now being planned or are operational.

Two different kinds of fast packet switching
are being studied by the testbeds. The most

16 Por example, the CONCERT network in North Carolina uses high-bandwidth microwave links to support videoconferencing and
"teleclasses."

17 Nim IC. Cheung, "The Infrastructure for Gigabit Computer Networks," IEEE Commumications, vol. 30, No. 4, April 1992. p. 60.
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prominent of the fast packet switching concepts
was first championed by the telephone companies
and is called Asynchronous Transfer Mode, or
ATM.18 ATM has been chosen by the telecommu-
nications industry' s international standards group,
the con as the foundation for the Broadband
Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN), a
blueprint for the future development of the
telephone network.19 B-ISDN envisions the pro-
vision of 155 Mb/s or 622 Mb/s fiber optic access
links to each customer, which would then be used
to carry voice, video, and data traffic to support a
range of applications.20

One of the most significant aspects of ATM is
that it has subsequently been adopted by many
companies in the computer industry, and by
manufacturers of equipment for local area net-
works and private networks. This convergence
with telecommunications indus latry no

simplify the task of connecting different kinds of
networksin the past, local and wide area
networks have used different technologies. How-
ever, technologies other than ATM have also been
proposed for local area networks. Most of the
testbeds described in the next chapter are using
supercomputer industry networking standards
that require the construction of modules that
convert between the supercomputer network for-
mat and ATM.

While most packet networks use packets that
can be very long and vary in size depending on the
data being carried, ATM networks use short
packets called "cells" that are always the same
length (figure 3-1). If an ATM network is being
used to carry Internet traffic, the Internet packets
would be broken into a series of cells (figure
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Figure 3-1ATM Coll

Data
(48 bytes)

Header
(5 bytes)

International standards specify that ATM cells are 53 'bytes"
long, 48 bytes to carry the applications data and 5 bytes for
the header, which :3 used to carry such information as the
destination's address. By contrast, the packets used in
traditional packet networks can be several thousand bytes
long. A "byte" is the computer science term for eight bits.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1993.

3-2(a)). After traveling through the network, the
cells would be reassembled into the Internet
packet and delivered to the destination computer.
The same network could also carry video or
sound: as the video or sound was digitized, the
computer would load the bits into a cell (figure
3-2(b)-(c)). As soon as the cell was filled, it would
be sent into the network and the user would begin
filling the next cell. The cells carrying the video
and Internet packet data would travel through the
network together, sharing the same links (figure
3-3) and being processed by the same switches.

The second approach to fast packet switching
being studied by the testbeds is called Packet
Transfer Mode or PTM. The version being
studied in the testbeds has not been adopted by
standards committees. PTM does not use short
cells, but more traditional packets that can be
longer if necessary. This may simplify the task of
carrying long Internet packets, because the com-
puter does not have to break up the packet into
many cells. ATM may also encounter problems at
very high bandwidthsbecause the cells are so

"'Robert W. Lucky, Executive Director. Conmunications Sciences Research Division, AT&T Bell Laboratories, testimony at hearings
before the Joint Economic Committee, June 12, 1992.

19 A. Day. "International Standardization of B-ISDN," IEEE us. vol. 2, No. 3, August 1991.

a° Peter Bocke and Heinrich Ambrose:, "Broadband Services: An Overview," Telecossmunicatioru, vol. 25, No. 12, December 1991, pp.

24-32.

21 joba J. Keller, "AT&T Sets Alliance to Make Gest to Provide Multimedia Services," Wall Sweet Journal, Jan. 13, 1993, p.136; Jobe
McQuillan, "Who's Who in ATM," Business Communication Review, August 1992, p. 10.
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Packet
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Figure 3-2ATPA

(a) Data communications using ATM
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Packets are broken into several ATM cells. After travelling through the network, the cells are reassembled into packets.
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(b) Video communications using ATM

Digital video
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The digital video bits are put in cells and sent through the network. At the destination, the bits are removed from the cells.

(c) Voice communications using ATM

Digital voice
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ATM cells
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Voice is handled in the same way as video.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1993.

short, there is little time to process each cell
before the next one arrives. However, ATM
proponents believe that the use of cells makes it
easier to develop the control mechanisms that
support real-time traffic such as video, and to be
better suited to voice traffic. One purpose of the
testbed research is to compare the two approaches
to fast packet switching with realistic traffic.

NETWORK COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT-
CURRENT STATUS

The telecommunications and computer indus-
tries have been working intensively to develop
components for fast packet networks. The compo-
nents are in varying stages of development. Fiber
optic transmission links are the most advanced in
their developmentvery high bandwidth optical
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Figure 3-3integrated Services Using Fast Packet Switching

(a) Today, separate networks for each service

IUI11 EMI agl**,* Packet switched network II A'Az.'"WO§W- El I 'Myr7 III
=

High bandwidth circuit
switched network

Low bandwidth circuit
switched networic -411

rjR

(b) Fast packet switched network supports all services

169111x \I IMAM

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1993.

Fast packet switched
network (e.g. ATM)

transmission systems are now commercially avail-
able. Fast packet switches are the subject of
considerable industry research and development;
most of the major telecommunications industry
suppliers have had intensive ATM switch devel-
opment efforts since 1987 or 1988, when it
became clear that standards groups were going to
adopt ATM. Some fast packet switches are
becoming available commercially, but rxitches
are less advanced in their development than the
fiber optic links. Important work also remains to
be done on the design of the software and
hardware that handle the connection between the
computer and the network.

I Optical Fiber
Optical fiber has clearly emerged as an ena-

bling technology for broadband networks. With

c1R

increased bandwidth the links will be able to
move data more quickly and support the transport
of bandwidth-intensive traffic such as video. The
development of the transmission equipment that
handles gigabit rates is no longer a research issue.
Although configured to support voice telephone
calls, many fiber optic links in today's telephone
network operate at more than one gigabit per
second. Furthermore, the fiber cable is already
widely deployed in much of the telephone net-
work, especially in the interoffice portions of the
network that will provide most of the transmis-
sion facilities for the agency backbones and
regional networks.

For the telephone company fiber links to
support the gigabit NREN and other broadband
services, new transmission equipment will have
to be deployed. This equipment is expected to
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conform to a new standard called Synchronous
Optical Network (SONET), and is now becoming
commercially available. While fiber has been
used in the telephone network for a number of
years, the link capacity was mainly configured to
carry thousands of low bandwidth telephone
calls. SOl'C'T transmission links, on the other
hand, can be configured to support the high-
bandwidth channels required for advanced net-
works. For example, the transmission facilities to
be used in the testbeds employ a 2.4 Gb/s SONET
link, which can be divided into four 600 Mb/s
channels.

I Switches
The development of fast packet switches is less

advanced than the development of transmission
links. However, there has been considerable
theoretical work done on switch design, proto-
types have been developed, and some early
commercial products are becoming available. By
the end of 1993 or early 1994, several suppliers
should have ATM products on the market. The
early products are designed primarily for private
networks or carrier networks operating at 45 Mb/s
or 155 Mb/s, not gigabit rates. 155 Mb/s is the
bandwidth specified by the telecommunications
industry's standards group, the CCITT, for the
Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network
(B-ISDN) service.

There are many different ideas for how to build
fast packet switchesthe "best" design depends
on assumptions about the number of users, the
bandwidth of the network, and the mix of traffic.
However, all of the proposed switch designs rely
on hardware, in order to speed the processing, and
are usually based on "parallel" designs that
allow many packets or cells to be processed at
once.

If ATM switches do become central to tele-
phone company networks, then there will be
demand for large switches to replace the current
"central offices" that handle tens of thousands of
lines. Most of the ATM switches now becoming
available only handle a small number of lines-
16 or 64 lines are common configurations.
Initially, ATM switches will probably be intro-
duced to support new services, rather than as a
replacement for existing central office switches.22
Building an ATM switch that can serve thousands
of lines is a difficult task, requiring further
research on switch design and device technology
and packaging. The move to ATM switching has
the potential to change the market positions of
telecommunications equipment manufacturers,
much as the transition from analog to digital
created market opportunities in the late 1970s.23

Switches control the flow of packets using
considerable software "intelligence." For exam-
ple. if the network is heavily loaded, a switch may
decide to handle video or other performance-
sensitive traffic first. Switches may also help
prevent the network from becoming too busy
they may prevent a user from sending traffic, or
verify that users are not using more than their
share of the network capacity. These aspects of
the control of the network are still important
research issues, however, there are many different
proposals for managing fast packet networks. As
a result, some of the prototype switches used in
the testbeds described in chapter 4 are flexible
enough to allow researchers to reprogram the
network control mechanisms.

I Computers
The use of high-bandwidth links and switches

will expose new bottlenecks inside many comput-
ers.24 New computer designs may have to be

22 Rich" Riirpinaki. "Ameritech Issues End-to-end ATM RFP," Telephony, vol. 224, No. 9, M. I, 1993, p. 14.

23 John J. Keller, "iblephone Switching Moves lbward Increased Speed," Wall Street Journal, Nov. 4, 1992, p. B4: Steven Titch,
"Mohan Keeps ATM Details Slim," Telephony, Sept 28, 1992, p. 13; "I'EC Lands ATM Pact for Wiltel," Tele Phony, Oct 26, 1994 P.
8.

24 H.T. Kung, "Gigatit Local ArrA Networks: A Systems Perspective," IEEE Contntunicadotu, vol. 30, No. 4, April 1992, pp. 8648.
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developed to improve the rate at which data can
be transferred from the network, through the
computer's internal circuitry, and into memory,
where it can be used by the applications software.
Both the internal circuitry and the memory of
today's computers are limited in the rate at which
they can transfer data. In the past, the design and
operation of computers has focused on the task of
maximizing the processing power once the data is
in memory, not the larger problem of maximizing
the performance of networked applications.

Computers may also require additional proces-
sors or hardware to process protocols. With low
speed networks, the computer's main processor
was powerful enough to handle the communica-
tions functions and still have enough time left to
run applications. This may continue to be the case
as the processing power of computers continues
to increase. However, in some cases it may be
necessary to relieve the processor of some of the
burden of handling the communications func-
tions. This is likely to be the case with ATM-
based networksbecause the cells are so short,
there are many cells to be processed in a given
amount of time. Special "network interfaces"
that speed the protocol processing are being
developed for a number of different computers as
part of the testbed project discussed in the next
chapter.

APPLICATION OF BROADBAND
TECHNOLOGIES

The broadband technologies discussed in this
chapter will be used in both the Internet and in
other networks, such as private networks or the
public switched network. The use of broadband
technologies in the Internet is linked to their
deployment in the public switched network in two
respects. First, the Internet will probably continue
to rely on the public network's transmission
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infrastructure. As a result, it is dependent on the
rate of deployment and the cost of SONET links
Second, the carriers may use their new ATM-
based infrastnicture as a way to play a more active
role in the computer communications business
and offer Internet services.

I Application to the Internet
The links in the high-speed networks in the

core of the Internet are expected to use the
SONET-based transmission infrastructure that
the telephone companies are planning to deploy.
SONET is actually a family of transmission
ratesthere is 155 Mb/s, 622 Mb/s, and 2.4 Gb/s
SONET equiptnent becoming available now.
Users that need access to the Internet at broad-
band rates will also use SONET for their access
links. Large universities and commercial users of
the Internet would be able to make special
arrangements with their local exchange carrier for
the provision of fiber access. The rate at which the
carriers will more broadly deploy optical fiber in
the local loop depends on the resolution of
complex economic and policy issues.

However, many users of the Internet will not
require fiber optic access links in the near term.
The carriers have proposed several new technolo-
gies that would convert existing copper local
loops to digital service. These technol ogles do not
support true broadband capabilities, but still
represent a significant improvement over the
existing analog local loop. They include the
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) (see
box 3-C for a description of ISDN), High-bit-rate
Digital Subscriber Line (HDSL)25, and Asym-
metric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) standards.
ISDN provides access at 144 kb/s; HDSL pro-
vides access at 768 kb/s. These technologies are
available on a limited basis from the carriers and
are the subject of a number of trials and demon-
strations.26 The pace of their deployment depends

25 Gerald A. Greenest and Willi= R. Murphy, "HDSL: bumming the Utility of Copper-Based Transmission Networks," 7klecomummications,

August 1992, p. 55.

26 Mason, op. cit., footnote 12.
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Box 3-CISDN
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) is a telecommurications industry standard for upgrading local

loops to digital service. This last mile" of the network, the wire that connects a telephone network to its customers,

islets sophisticated than other parts of the Wm*. The core of the telephone network uses high-capacity, digital,

fiber optic lirks. The io:al loop, bycontrast uses low-capadty, analog, copper wires. This technology is azeptable

for ordinary telephone service, but more sophisticated services *IN rerNire upswaded local loops.
Whin work began on the ISDN standards in the mid-1970s, it was believed that ISDN would soon be

deployed to all of the telephcce networWs customers. Today, ISDN is used only on a very limited basis, due to

delays in completing the standards and several regulatory and economic questions. Because of the delays in
deploying ISDN, large business customers found mcte capable technologies. More importantly, a new vision of

the future of the local loop emergedthe wiring of homes with fiber optic Maand ISDN was no longer viewed

as a technology with an important role to play.
There is now renewed interest in ISDN, however, as an "intermediate" step between the current analog local

loop and the use of fiber optics. Because of the cost of deploying fiber, it may be many years before significant
numbers of homes are connected. ISDN is cheaper than fiber, can be deployed sooner, and, while its capacity

is only a fraction ci fiber's, represents a significant improvement over the current analog local loop. While ISDN
will not become the universal networt standard once envisioned, it may play a role in providing better network

access to certain groups of users.
For example, one possitte apclication might be teleobmmuting, which allows employees to work at a desktop

computer at home. To connect to the office computers, workers today would need a device called a modem, which

lets them send digital computer data over the analog local bop. Common modem standards transmit data at 2,400

or 9,600 bits per second; ISDN, by contrast, provides two 64,000 tits per second (64 kb/s) channels. This would

allow videoconferendng of reasonable quality, faster transfer of graphics information, and better quality fax
transmission. It would also permit much4mproved access to the Internet for home users. Today, good-quality

access to the Internet is usually only available to large customers who are able to arrange for special digital access

lines to be provided by their local telephone company.
ISDN allows the existing copper local locos to be used for digital service. However, it requires users to buy

now equipment for their end of the line, which converts their data to the ISDN format It also requires that the

telephone company's equipment, such as the "central office" switches, be upgraded. Currently, the user
%Moment Is expensive and only one-third of the telephone lines are connected to switches that are ISDN ready."

In addition, ISDN communications are hampered by the fact that different equipment manufacturers have
implemented their own versions of ISDN, despite the fact that it was developed to be a standard. In most of the

United States, ISDN Is not avellable as a regular service.
However, some progress is being made toward overcoming ISDN's problem. The industry has a number

of initiatives that are intended to encourage the development of ISDN equipment that conforms to a coma=
specification. The Regional Bel Operating Companies, which provide local telephone service in most of the United

States, have announced that they are planning to make 56 percent of their lines ISDN-ready by the end of 1994.

In addition, the cost of users' ISDN equipment may dedine as it becomes more widely used.
Broadband ISDN, which is discussed on p. 46, uses very different technology from "ordinary" or

"narrowtand" ISDN. Narrowtand ISDN is best viewed as a digital upgrade of the teiephone network's copper local

loop. Broadband ISDN, by contrast, requires fiber optics and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), a new approach

to network design discussed in detail In this background paper. ISDN and Broadband ISDN have little in common

other than their names.
SOURCES: James N. Beim, "Kann* to GM Ott the POTS'," Teiecommunicafons, August 1992, p. 4; Cindy Slap*, " 'DMa lighway
Plan Costs May Decline," The Obohingion Poi( Jan. 20. 1993, p. 01; Bob Videos, "Stikly Raise Concerns About National ISDN,"
Nolwork Vtwid, June 29, 19112, p. 27; Mitchell Kapor, President, Electronic Frontier Foundation, testimony at hearings bettor* the House
Suboanmitlee on Telecommunications and Finance. Jan. 19, 1993; Steve Lohr, 'Computer Makers Told to Oat Involved io RuMs," Th*

New **Prima, Fob. 23, 1993, p. 02.
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on resolving standards issues and on business
decisions made by the carriers."

Internet traffic may be handled by some of the
new fast packet switching systems. As was noted
above (p. 43), fast packet networks can carry
Internet traffic if the Internet packets are first
converted to the appropriate fast packet format
for example, if the Internet packets are broken up
into a series of ATM cells. It is likely that other
types of switching technologies will also be used.
The success of the Internet is due in substantial
part to the commonality of protocols that support
the technological diversity of the interconnected
networks. Some networks will continue to use
"routers," similar to those used in today's
backbone networks, while others may employ the
new fast packet switching technologies or some
of the new data communications services that the
carriers may offer, such as Frame Relay or SMDS.

1 Public Network
In many ways, the most Eignificant aspect of

AIM is that it was first championed by the
telephone companies and is now a key component
of telephone company planning. ATM represents
a dramatic change in the design of telecommuni-
cations industry networks. Traditionally, the in-
dustry has not used packet switches. It used the
circuit switches that were ideally suited to carry-
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ing voice telephone traffic. The industry stand-
ards group, the CCITT, chose ATM because it
believed that simply upgrading the existing cir-
cuit switched network to higher bandwidths
would not provide the necessary flexibility to
support future services. ATM is a central compo-
nent of carrier strategy; *they hope to use ATM as
the basis for a range of future services, including
video, Internet services, and other data communi-
cations services such as Frame Relay or SMDS.28

ATM's flexibility offers the carriers an oppor-
tunity to enter a variety of markets and quickly
offer new services with a common infrastructure.
However, some believe that ATM's flexibility
also means that it is a compromise technology,
and that more specialized network technology
will cc ...inue to play a role.29 Moreover, there are
still important economic considerations for the
telephone companies as they determine the best
way to evolve from the current network to an
ATM-based infrastnicture.30 Both service provid-
ers and manufacturers are facing difficult deci-
sions about the timing of their investments and
the appropriate migration scenarios.31 Dep. oy-
ment decisions depend on estimates of future
revenues, equipment costs, the viability of com-
peting technologies, and the carriers' investment
in their existing networks.

27 Edmund L Andrews, "Baby Bells' Rift Threatens An Mvancal Phone Service," The New York Times, Dec. 1, 1992, p. Dl.

2$ Ben Lisowski and Waite Reingold. "Sprint's Evolution to Broadband ISDN," KF.E.E Communications, August 1992, vol. 30, No. 8, pp.
28-30; John Williamson and Steven Titch, "Gazing Thward the Broadband Horizon," Telephony, Oct. 5, 1992, p. 38.

2$ Chin-Tau Lea, "What Should Be the Goal for ATM?" IEEE Commanicosions, Septanber 1992, vol. 6, No. 5, pp. 60-66.

$$ Stephen M. Walters, "A New Dkection for 13..oadband ISDN," IEEE Communications, vol. 29, No. 9, September 1991, pp. 39-42.

31 Carol Wilson, "It's Not That You Do It, But How You Do It That Counts," Telephony, June 15, 1992, p. 9.
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A. was discussed in chapter 3, the limitations of current
networks and advances in computer technology led to
new ideas for applications and broadband network
design. This in tam led to hardware and software

development for switches, computers, and other network compo-
nents required for advanced networks. This chapter describes
some of the research programs that are focusing on the next
stepthe development of test networks.1 This task presents a
difficult challenge, but it is hoped that the test networks will
answer important research questions, provide experience with
the construction of high-speed networks, and demonstrate their
utility.

Several "testbeds" are being funded as part of the National
Research and Education Network (NREN) initiative by the
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and the National
Science Foundation (NSF). The testhed concept was first
proposed to NSF in 1987 by the nonprofit Corporation for
National Research Initiatives (CNRI). CNRI was then awarded
a planning grant, and solicited proposals or "white papers" from
prospective testbed participants. A subsequent proposal was then
reviewed by NSF with a focus on funding levels, resParch
objectives, and the composition of the testbeds. The project,
cofunded by ARPA and NSF under a cooperative agreement with
CNRI, began in 1990 and originally covered a 3-year research
program. The program has now been extended by an additional
fifteen months, through the end of 1994. CNRI is coordinat-

Cori:wake for National Ratearch Ininatives, "A Brief Description of the CNRI
Gigabit Tratbed Initiative," January 1992; Gary Stix, "Gigabit Connection," Scientific
American, October 1990, pp. 118-119; Jobn Mmkoff, "Computer Prrlyxt Would Speed
Data," Me New York Times, June 8, 1990, p. Al; "Gigabit Network 1bstbeds," IEEE
Computer, vol. 23, No. 9. September 1990, pp. 7740.

Gigabit
Research

The HPCC
program' s six
testbeds will
demonstrate
gigabit
networking.
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ing five testbeds; a sixth testbed, funded by
ARPA alone, was announced in June of 1992.

The testbeds are investigating gigabit net-
works, very high-speed broadband networks that
represent the limit of what can be achieved today.
Mon current work on broadband networks is
looking at lower bandwidths, such as the 155
Mb/s rate that will be used for the telephone
companies' B-ISDN service. Because of the focus
on gigabit rates, some aspects of the testbeds'
research agenda are unique. In other respects,
however, the testbeds are one of a number of
research programs whose work will impact the
NRENfast packet switching technologies, for
example, are being studied as part of many
industry research projects.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
In general, the objective of the testbeds is to

speed the deployment of advanced network tech-
nology, in the NREN and elsewhere. The net-
works are designed to provide a realistic test
environment for the technologies outlined in the
previous chapter. The switches and transmission
equipment conform to emerging industry stand-
ards wherever possible. More speculative con-
cepts such as optical switching are not being
investigated by the testbedsthe focus is on the
network technologies that are central to near-term
industry planning One purpose of the testbeds is
to look at unresolved research questions. How-
ever, the most valuable aspect of the testbeds will
be to demonstrate the feasibility of these networks
and provide experience with their construction.

While much of the research is related to
near-term industry plans, the testheds are also
looking into the future. The testbed networks
achieve the highest bandwidths possible, given
the constraints of emerging industry standards,
current technology, and the time horizon of the
program. The equipment used in the testbeds had
to be such that it could reasonably be expected to
be working in time to integrate the components
and begin testing the networks by the end of the

project. The applications are the most bandwidth-
intensive possible, "gigabit applications" that
require a full gigabit of bandwidth for each user.
For the most part, these are distributed supezcom-
pining applications that use the network to
combine the processing power of multiple super-
computers.

The research is also related to the expected use
of the network technology in the NREN environ-
ment. This emphasizes the use of Internet proto-
cols with the new fast packet switching technolo-
gies, because the NREN program is linked to the
evolution of the Internet. In addition, supercom-
puter-based applications of the type being investi-
gated by the testbeds will play an important role
in the gigabit NREN. However, not all issues
relevant to the future development of the NREN
are addressed by the testbeds: because of the
emphasis on high-speed applications there is little
work being done on applications that will be used
outside the supercomputer community. Nor is
there significant work being done on topics
related to the growing size and complexity of the
Internet (see ch. 2, p. 26, and ch. 5, p. 70).

Given the objective of demonstrating the feasi-
bility of the emerging network design concepts,
the testbeds are emphasizing the construction of
working networkmuch of the prior network
research used modeling or simulation in "paper
studies." Because there is little real experience
with broadband networks, these models and
simulations are based on assumed traffic patterns
that may not be accurate. The testbeds are
addressing this problem by building test networks
and investigating both network and applications
research simultaneously. The applications will
provide a source of traffic with which to test the
network components and protocols.

In addition, there is a focus on overall systems
performance. The overall performance of a net-
work depends on how well the individual compo-
nents work together, not solely on the perform-
ance of any single component. In the past,
researchers have tended to focus on the design of
individual components; for example, some have
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looked mainly at switch design, others at trans-
mission systems, and others at protocol issues. In
part, this has been due to the complexity of
organizing research programs such as the testbeds
that draw on the collaboration among several
disciplines.

'The five CNRI testbeds are AURORA, BLANCA,
CASA, NECIAR, and VISTAnet, and are dis-
cussed in more detail in boxes 4-A to 4-E. The
sixth testbed, MAGIC, is described in box 4-F.

Testbed Design
Each testbed is building a high-speed network

that addresses wide area networking issues. The
networks connect three or four sitesindustry
research laboratories, universities, Federal labo-
ratories, and supercomputer centersseparated
by anywhere from about 30 to many hundreds of
miles. The focus on wide area networks provides
a realistic testbed for the agency backbones and
the public switched network. In the past, much of
the research done on advanced networks has
involved small "local area networks." These
served to demonstrate the basic concepts and
could be investigated by a small research group
within a laboratory. The development of high-
speed wide area networks is much more difficult,
both technically and organizationally.

The testbed networks mrlect the basic technol-
ogy trends outlined in the previous chapter. The
networks all use optical fiber transmission and
fast packet switching. There is major emphasis on
the use of the telephone companies' Asynchro-
nous Transfer Mode (ATM) conceptfive of the
six testbeds ',se ATM in some fashion. One of the
testbeds also uses Packet Transfer Mode (PTM),
a second kind of fast packet switching, and is
investigating the relationship between ATM and
PTM. Industry standard equipment is used wher-
ever possiblethe transmission links conform to
the current version of the Synchronous Optical
Network (SONET) standard, and the switches and
other components that process the ATM cells
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conform as closely as possible to the current
versions of the international standards.

In order to focus on the systems issues, an effort
was made to draw on component development
work that was already underway when the testbed
program started in 1990. This would limit the
extent to which components had to be specially
developed and allow more time to experiment
with protocols, applications, and other issues
related to the operation of the overall network.
Because fiber optic technology is the most
advanced part of the system, the testbeds are able
to use early production models of SONET trans-
mission equipment, operating at 622 Mb/s or 2.4
Gb/s. The switches, on the other hand, are mainly
prototypes, as are the interfaces between the
computers and the networksbefore the testbed
work focused attention on the issue of intercon-
necting different network elements, network in-
terfaces received less attention than such areas as
switch or protocol design.

At each testbed site are computers, switches,
and network equipment. Computing resources
available on the testbeds include workstations,
vector supercomputers, massively parallel super-
computers, and some specialized processors. In
some cases this equipment is connected directly
to the wide area network; in other cases it is
connected through a local area network. The local
area networks are using newly emerging gigabit-
per-second standards such as the supercomputer
community's High Performance Parallel Inter-
face (HIPPO or pre-standard experimental tech-
nologies. A number of different interface devices
are being developed to handle the conversion
between the local area and wide area network
protocols, especially the HIPPI to ATM conver-
sion.

Of particular interest is the investigation of the
use of networks to enable collaboration between
scientists and bring to bear increased processing
power on a scientific simulation. Many of the
applications aLso use the network to support
visualization or interactive control of a simulation
executing on a distant computer. Scientists and
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Box 4-t.AURORA

The AURORA network links four sites in the
Northeast the University of Pennsylvania in Philadel-

phia; Bd Communications Research (Bellcore) In
Morristovm, NJ; BM's Lk Watson Research Center,.

in Hawthorne NY; and the Musachusetts Institute of
Tachnoiogy (MR), in Cambridge, MA (figure 4-A-1).
Bellcore is the research arm of the Regional Bell
Operating Companies (RBOCs) that provkle local
telephone service in much of the United States.

The tested sites aro connected by 622 Mb/s
SONET channels. The transmission fadlities are
provided by three different carriers: interexchange
links are provided by MCI, local exchange links to BM

and MIT are provided by NYNEX, and local exchange

links to the Utiversity of Pennsylvania and Bellcore are SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 1993.

provided by Bel Mantic.
Each node will have experimental fast packet switches, which can either route traffic to a local area network

on the testbed site ce to anctheor node. The local area networks will then distribute traffic to workstations, video

monitors, and other devices. A number of network interfaces have beenbuilt to allow the workstations to connect

to the local area networks and SONET transmission links. Bellcore and BM are also supplying equipment for use

in multimedia and videoconferencing applications.
AURORA is unique in two respects. Rat, it will employ two different switching technologies. Bellcore is

contributing an ATM switch, based on the telecommunications industry standard that uses small, fixed length

packets called cells. IBM is contributing a switch based on a second fast packet switching technology called Packet

Transfer Mode (PTM) (part of IBM's "plaNEr' network architecture). The PTM switch was designed to support a

network architecture based on variable sized packets; it can, however, also handle ATM cells.

One of the research issues will be to compare the two types of switching technologies and to explore ways

in which the two technologies can wort together. In the current Internet, networks based on a wide variety of

underlying technologies are used. Because both PTM and ATM may be used in future networks, it is impcdant

to gain understanding of how traffic could best be exchanged between these two networks. This work represents

an Initial stop towards gigabit internetworking.
AURORA Is also unique in that It Is not investigating distributed supercomputing applications. Instead, it

emphasizes experimentation with high-speed "multimedia" applications. Because video streams do not in general

require a full gigabit of bandakIth, one concept is to deliver a gigabit stream consisting of a large number of

medium-bandwidth video signals. For example, the letwork could be usedto support an electronic dassroom in

which a user could select from different views of a classroom demonshation.

Figure 4-A-1AURORA

University of
Pennsylvania

Bellcore

SOURCES: Mersa* et al., "Gigabit Netwoddng Researdi at Bellcore," IEEE Network, vol. 6, No. 2, March 1992, pp. 42-48; Cldon et al.,

"Bandwidth 64snegement and Congestion Control in plahET," IEEE Communications. vol. 29. No. 10, October 1991, pp. 54-64.

other researchers are developing applications in a
number ( areas, such as climate modeling,
chemical modeling, and space science. Because,
in the long run, scientists will want to develop
applications without having to learn all of the

details of the network and computers' operation,
a number of modules and programs are being
developed that simplify the task of applications
development in a distributed computing environ-
ment.
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The protocols generally conform to the existing
Internet protocols, the protocols that will be the
most widely used in the NREN. The use of
well-understood, standard protocols also allows
applications researchers to concentrate on appli-
cations development. The testbeds will provide a
way to test the behavior of the Internetprotocols
in high-speed networks and to explore their use in
a fast-packet-switched environment. However,
the testbeds will also be testing a number of
experimental protocols that may perform better
with new network technologies. This research
may serve to test ideas that will be incorporated
in the Internet protocols in the future.

I Testbed Organization
One of CNRI' s key roles has been to assemble

the testbed teams. The testbeds draw on research-
ers in industry, universities, supercomputer cen-
ters, and Federal laboratories. Some researchers
within the groups have experience with tradi-
tional telecommunications issues, while others
are more familiar with issues related to the
Internet or supercomputer networking. The
testbed research is necessarily multidisciplinary.
In particular, each research group involves both
network and applications researchers. The appli-
cations researchers have experience with super-
computers, visualization, graphics, and a variety
of scientific disciplines. Network researchers
draw on expertise with switches, transmission
equipment, protocols, signal processing, and com-
puter architecture.

While regular meetings are held between CNRI
and program managers at ARPA and NSF, most
of the responsibility for the management of the
testbed program lies with CNRI. For example,
one of CNRI's functions was to help develop the
specifications for the transmission equipment that
would be used in the testbeds. CNRI has also been
responsible for maintaining the technical direc-
tion of the project, and has held a number of
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meetings on specific technologies. In addition,
there have been annual meetings, which include
attendees from a wider group than just the testbed
participants, such as workstation manufacturers
and government agencies, in an attempt to relate
the testbed research to other industry activities
and the broader NREN program.

One of CNRI's main contributions has been to
ensure the participation of the caniers and other
industrial partners. Participation of industry is
essential to meeting the research golds of the
project. First, the expertise required to develop
many of the components required for high-speed
network research is only available in industry.
These components are complex, and their devel-
opment involves the fabrication of custom inte-
grated circuits and high-speed circuit design.
Second, industry involvement has lowered the
cost to the government of the program. The
components developed by industry and the trans-
mission capacity between the testbed sites have
been contributed at no cost. Because of the
contributions of industry, ARPA and NSF's
support through the cooperative agreement with
CNRI only covers a small part of the total cost of
the project.2

There are a number of issues associated with
the participation of industrial partners in the
research venture. Some of these concerns are
legalthere are antitrust issues, and further
regulatory constraints govern the telecommunica-
tions industry. Another factor has been the
competitive relationship among the testbed partic-
ipantswhile participating in the same research
project, they are also competitors in various lines
of business. For example, the wider use of more
sophisticated telecommunications industry serv-
ices may not necessarily be in the interests of
companies that have emerged to offer computer
networking services.

Moreover, some aspects of the research do not
reflect industry priorities. Because of the cost of
true gigabit access, it has been estimated that it

2 SilX, op. cft., footnote 1, p. 118.
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The sites on the BLANCA netwock
are we widely separated than those of
the other testbeds. The network links
AT&T B. Laboratories in New Jersey, the

Unkfersity Wi$ owsin and the University

of Illinois, and the University of California-

Berkeley arK1 Lawrence Berle* Labora-
kites (figure 4-B-1). Because of the cost of

gigabit transmission fadlities, high-speoc!

links will initially be used only for some
parts of the network. The aoss-ccuntry
segments of the network will use 45 Mb/s

T3 links. While this bancMidth is not
sufficient for distributed supercomputing
application:, the BLANCA network will still
provide an environment for researching the behavicc of new protocols in a large network.

BLANCA is an ATM-based network. The experimental ATM switches and other hardware are being supplied

by AT&T Boll Labs, Ova :nein indu,Mal partner fcc BLANCA. BLANCA builds on preexisting research relationships

between Bell Labe and the University of Wisconsin, University ci Illinois, and UC-Berkeley. The switches are
designed in such a way as to allow researchers at the uriversities to "take over" the netwodg to control the switches

with computer programs that implement their experimental protocols. The network research interests are similar

to those of others looking at ATM-based networks, such as congestion control and the behavior of Internet
protocols in an ATM-based network, and is being carried out primarity at UC-Berkeley, the University of Illinois,

and the University ci Wisconsin.
BLANCA emphasizes distributed supercomputing applications, as do most of the other testbeds. The

applications work is being done at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), the University

Box 44BLANCA

Figure 4-B-1--BLANCA
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UC Berkeley University of Illinois,
National Center for 7.
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Laboratories

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1993.

would not be generally available to commercial
customers until about 2005.3 Much of the re-
search agenda focuses on higher bandwidths and
more specialized applications than are expected
to have near-term commercial significance for the
telecommunications industry. Industry planning
is oriented more towards medium-bandwidth
multimedia applicationsapplications that re-
quire more bandwidth than can be supported by
current networks, but significantly less than the
gigabit/second rates required by the supercom-
puter community. For example, the telecommuni-

cations industry's ATM-based Broadband Inte-
grated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) stand-
ard envisions 155 Mb/s channels to each customer
in the near term. Furthermore, many of the
interesting issues related to the operation of fast
packet networks can be studied with lower
bandwidth networks, although a few issues may
only become apparent at gigabit/second speeds.4

TESTBED PROGRESS
The major research results of the testbeds are

still to come. Most of the networks are not

3 M. Niel Ransom and Dan R. Spears, "Applications of Public Gigabit Networks," IEEE Nerwork, vol. 6, No. 2, March 1992, p. 30.

4 Leonard Kleinrock, "The Latency/Bandwidth Tradeoff in Gigabit Networks," IEEE Commwticariortr, vol. 30, No. 4, April 1992. pp.

36-40.
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of Wisconsin, and Lateens* Berkeley Laboratories. A significant part of the work involves the develcpment of
software packages and modules that make Bernier fix scientists to use &elided supero3mputing appltations.

For example, NCSA has been devekping modules that handle many of the networking functions; these free
scientists of the need to learn all the details of the network's operationthey can simply ktorporate the modules

in their applications. Mother project is developing a digital library that allows the user to conkerl the retrieval and

processing of dataone of the prosrams that can be aooessed by this digital library handles visualization
processing, for example.

The applications under development as part of BLANCA could be viewed as prototypes for the Grand
Challenge problems to be investigated under the HPCC program. One important aspect of these problems is that

they will require collaboration between geographically dispersed researchers. The network and computing
environment could suppcdthis collaboration by providing facilities for videoconferensing. On a more sophisticated

level, researchers at NCSA have developed a program that permits cctiaborative investigation of data. It permits

a researcher to highlight ahem) in the data displayed on a workstation screen; researchers at other sites would

then see the same feahre highlighted on their displays.

The Grani Challenge prcblems Will ale) hwolve very large data sets. Processing the data into image form

is computationally intensive, especially when it is necessary to view the data interactively. The University of
Wisconsin and NCSA are investigating the use of high-bandwickh connections from a Wenders workstation to a
supercomputer to provide the necessary computational resources for visualization processing.

A radio astronomy application being studied as part of the BLANCA project is looking at issues involved in

visualizing large data sets. Arrays of radiotelesoopes collect the data, which is then sent through the network to

a superosmputer. A user at a workstation connected through a high-banchvickh network to the supercomputer can

control the processing of the raw data into images, which are then sent through the network to the workstation for

display.

SOURCES: BLANCA Annual Report Charles E. Catlett, In Search or Gilgit* Applications," IEEE Commurns, vol. 30, No. 4, Apal
1992, pc. 42-51; Larry Swart and Chad's E. Caen, "Wacornputing," Communkagons cit. ACA( vol. 35, No. 6, Juno 1992, pp. 45-5Z
Carolyn Duffy 14arsan, "Gigabit Wax& at Siggraph Provos Need, Roma Limit,: Federal CompuW Ka* vol. 6, No. 22. Aug. 3, 1992,
p. 1.

expected to be operational until the third quarter
of 1993. After the initial planning stage, the
testbed work during 1990-92 was mainly devoted
to completing hardware development for the
switches and interfaces, theoretical and simu-
lation work on protocols, and development of the
applications software and tools. The next step will
be to integrate these components into a working
network; this will occur in stages over the next
few months. As the networks become operational,
researchers will be able to begin addressing the
unresolved research questions.

Work on the testbeds has been proceeding
more slowly than expected. It had been hoped that
there would be about a year to experiment with
functioning networks before the end of the

original 3-year program. Because most of the
networks were not yet operational, a 15-month
extension was granted in order to allow time to
look at network-level issues and test the networks
with applications. The delay has been due to the
late availability of the transmission equipment
and problems with the fabrication of switches and
other hardwPre components.

I Component Development
During the first 2 years of the testbed project,

the participants have been working mainly on the
completion of the individual network compo-
nents. The SONET transmission equipment has
taken longer than expected to become available,
but is currently being tested and, in some cases,
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Box 4-CCASA

The CASA network connects four sitesthe San
Diego Supercomputer Center, Lcis Alamos National

Laboratory, and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and
Ca !tech in Pasadena (figure 4-C-1). The links between

the tested sites are provided by kicI, Pacific Bel, and
US West. Also participating in the project is the UCLA

esq-
...mospheric Sciences Department.

The main emphasis of the CASA project is on
applications developmentusing the netvarkto com-

bine the processing pow of multiple supercomput-
ers. The three mein applications under investigation
are modeling of climate change, modeling of chemical
reactions, and interactive visualization of data describ-

ing the Earth's crust. These applications all require
more processing pow than is available from a single
supercomputer. For example, the CASA dimate
change model is limited to simulations of a decade or
less in Ca current computing environment One of the research issues concerns the partitioning of a computation

among r supercomputers. While in theory multiple computers can be combined in order to solve a problem

mote quickly, the best way to allocate parts of the computation to different computers depends on a number of

factors. tt may be necessary, for example, to arrange the computation in such a way as tohide the time it takes

for data to travel between the computerseven when traveling at speeds close to the speed of light, data can take

a significant amount of time to travel from one computer toanother. Efficient implementations would arrange the

computation so that the supercomputer would be able to proceed with other calculations while waiting for data to

arrive.
Efficient implementations may also be able to take advantage of the strengths and weaknesses of different

supercomputer architectures. For example, researchers have determined that the climate modeling application

can be split into a number of parts, (mai of which executes fastest on a particular kind of supercomputer. The part

of the simulation that models oceans could be executed on a massively parallel computer, while the atmosphere

would be modeled by a we conventionai vector supercomputer. The two models would then exchange

temperature information and other data at regular intervals. The CASA network provides access to a wide variety

of supercomputer architectures, including different types of Cray Y-MPs, and massively parallel machines from

Thinking Machines and Intel.

SOURCES: The CASA Gigabit Network Tostbsd, brochure; Chafes E. Catlett, In Saudi of Gigabit Applications," IEEE Communkations.

vol. 30. No. 4, April 1992, pp. 43-44; Elizabeth Smith, "NREN-Computw Expressway of the Future," Gather/Scatter, p. 3.

Figure 4-C-1CASA
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SOURCE: Mica f Technology Asseumant, 1993.

installed in the carrier networks. While the
development of this equipment did not present
any research issues, its availability was subject to
factors affecting vendor development schedules.
In part, these were hardware and software engi-
neering issues. However, other factors have
played a role; for example, the SONET equipment
is very expensive and i, is "high end" compared

to the equipment that vendors expect to be the
bulk of early demand. In addition, some aspects
of the SONET standard have taken longer to
complete than expected.

The development of the switch prototypes had
been underway when the testbed work began, but
in some cases the testbeds presented a more
aggressive research target. The interfaces that
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Box 44)--NECTAR

The PECTAR network consists of a high-speed lirk that connects two local area networks, at Carnegie Mellon

Urbersity and the Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center. The fiber links axe being supplied by BeN Atlantic, and
Bellcore and PAU are collaborating on the hardware design.

One area of research focuses on the interconnection of high-speed local and wide area networks. The
NECTAR local area netwodu conform b a new standard called HI PPI (High Performance Parallel Interface), while
the wide area connection between the two sites will use ATM cells over a SONET link. Research on this
configuration is impotent because HIPP! is evected to be widely used by the supercomputer community, and
the telephone companies are expected to deploy ATM- and SONEResed networks. A better understanding al
the interactions between the two idnds of networks is coated to support future distributed supercomputing
aFplications. As part of the research, a special interface circuit that converts between the HI PPI and ATWSONET
formats Is being developed.

Another area of research is the implications ci new high-speed networks for computer design. Most ci today's
computers were not designed in such a way as to optimize the task of moving data to and from the network.
Appiications may not be able to take advantage of improvements in the netwodc bandwidth without improvements
in the internal hardware or systems software of the computer. The NECTAR researchers are investigatina different

approaches to delivering data from the network to applications at high speed. Part of this effort has involved the
construction of special Interlace" drcuits that free the computer's main processor of some of the protocol
processing tasks.

Software development for the applications has been proceeding in parallel with the development of the
hardware oamponents. The applications have been tested in the local environment, and it is hoped that the
applications can be made to work on the gigabit network with a minimum of modifications when itbecomes
operational. The applications are diatributed supercomputing applications that take advantage of the comtined
power of rrultiple supercomputers to reduce the time needed to solve a problem. The NECTAR network will
connect a number of different computers, including the wcskstations, the experimental Warp parallel computer,
and a variety of machines at PSC.

SCURCES: NECTAR annual report H.T. Ktmg, "Gigabit local kea Networks: A Systems Perspective." iEE'Y Communicedona. vol. 30,
April 1902. p. 70.

connect the computers to the network, or connect
local and wide area networks, were designed
specifically for the testbeds. Delays in the devel-
opment of these components are due to their
complexity and the demands of high-speed elec-
tronic design. A switch, for example, consists of
a number of subsystems, each with a large number
of standard and newly designed integrated cir-
cuits.5 At the end of 1992, the custom integrated
circuits had been designed, and most of the
subsystems tested. The PTM switch to be used in
the AURORA testbed has been completed, and

the other switches and interfaces should be
completed shortly.

To the extent possible, much of the work on
protocols has been proceeding in parallel with the
hardware development. This is expected to lead to
faster research results once the networks become
operational. Some of the work on protocols is
conceptual and theoretical, and is done by simula-
tion or by mathematically modeling the flow of
data through a network. One of the main reasons
for building the testbed networks is to test the
assumptions that underlie these models and

5 For a description of the components of one prototype witch. sec Biersacket. al., "Gigabit Networking Research at Bellcore," IEEE
C onsmunicadons, vol. 6. No. 2, March 1992, p. 47.
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Box 4-EVISTAnet

One of the VISTAnet otiectives was to use emerging public network technology and standards wherever

possible. The switches and transmissionequipment were supplied by the local telephone companies, Bel South

and GTE, and are early production models from maim equipment vencicis. In contrast to the other testbeds, the

switches are located not at one of the research sites but in telephone companycentral offices.

The VISTAnet network reseanch Involves BeN South, GTE, MCNC, North Carolina State University, and the

computer science department atUNC-Chapel Hill. As with the other testbeds, anumber of interface circuits have

been developed. One of thesehoards also has the capabffity to collect data on traffic patterns, which will be used

to develcp more accurate traffic models for network research. This technoiogy has been licensed, and may soon

be available as a coninwdai product
VISTAnet differs from the other testbeds in its focus on a single application. MCNC and UNC are collaborating

on the development of an application that uses a network of powerful computers to help doctors plan cancer

treatments. In radiation therapy, a numberof treatment beanie ars used to deliver radiation to a tumor. Planning

the orientation and strength of these beams is essential, because of the need b deliver radiation precisely and

avoid the surrounding tissue. Planning involves calculating the distribution of radiation patterns for given beam

strengths and orientations.
One limitation of existing technology is that the treatment planning is typically dons only in two

dimensionsdoctors are only able to leak atthe distribution of radiation on a "slice of the patient's body. The

VISTAnet system, on the other hand, would be at4e to display data in three dimensions, gng doctors a much

better view of the distribution of radiation.

Another limitation of current technology is that the planning process is not Interactive' Using todays

technologies, interactivity is possible only at low resolutionsgenerating a high-resolution image takes too long

and is done "off-line." VISTAnet isdeveloping asystem in which doctors can immediately see the effects of varying

a parameter such as beam strength, allowing doctors to examine a greater range of treatment plans.

The interactive display of 3-0 images c4radiation distritution Is computationally intensive. VISTAnet is using

a high-bandwidth network to combine the processing power of a superccoputer, medical workstations, and a

PixelPlanes machine, a special graphics processor developed at the University of NorthCarolina. A user at the

workstation sends a description of the proposed beam strengths and orientation to a Cray supercomputer at

MCHC, which then calculates thecorresponding distribution of radiation. Data resulting from this computation is

then sent to the PixelPlanes graphics processor at UNC-CH, which generates the image data that shows the

radiation distribution as a 3-D image superimposed on the patient's body. The image data is then sent to the

workstation fcc display. Much of the software has been developed and tested on low,4peed versions of the

VISTAnet network.
The VISTAnet application is a good example of the many different disdpiines required to develop a distributed

computing application. The medical component draws on expertise at the School of Medicine at UNC-CH. The

application also requires thedevelopment of a user interface that allows doctors to rotate the image or highlight

certain features. The graphics algorithms required to interactively generate 3-D volumes are themselves an

important research area.

SOURCES: Dan Stsviinson, ad., "VISTAnst
Annual fisport," April 1992; B.E. Beach st al., "VlSTAnst A BISDN Field Thal," IEEE LTS,

vol. 2, NI 3, August 1991, pp. 22-30; M.Nisi Ransom and Dan R. Spears, "Applicationsci Public Gigabit Nstworte," IEEE Noworic, vol.

6, No. 2, March 1992. p. 32; Daniel S. Stsviinson and Julian G. Reesman, "VISTAnst Gigabit liistbed," IEEE Jourrof on SoloAndAniost

in Thlacomnsuniziong, vol. 10, No. 9, Dscambor 1992. pp. 1423-1420.
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Box 4-F--MAGIC

The MAGIC teethed is similar in many respects to the five CNRI testbeds, in theta high-speed network is used

to provide access to supercomputing resources. As in the CNRI testbeds, there is considerable involvement of
industry, the Internet protocols will be used, and the telecommurications services wil conform to emerging Wintry
standards Ile SONET and M. The application that will beleedb test the netwaktachnologi is d direct Wend
to the Deparbnent of Defense.

The participants in MAGIC are the Earth Resources Observation Systems Data Center, U.S. MN
High-Perfccmance Computing Research Center, the U.S. Army's Rdure Battle Laboratory, U.S. Geological
Survey, Minnesota Supercomputer Center, SRI International, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, U.S. Department c4
Energy, MITRE, Digital Equipment Corp., the University of Kansas, Sprint, Southwestern Bell, Northern Telecom,

and Split Rock Telecom.
The MAGIC network will connect four

sites, the University of Kansas in Lawrence,
Kansas, the U.S. Geological Survey in Sioux
Falls, South Dakota, the U.S. Army's Future
Battle Labccatcry in Fcct Leavenworth, Kansas,
and the Minnesota Supercomputer Center in
Minnespolir. Minnesota (figure 4-F-1). In the
first phase of the project, the sites will be
connected with point to point, 155 MI* cc 622
Mb% SONET circiAts. In the second phase of
the project, the network will use an ATM switch.

The SONET and ATM services will be provided

by SWIM
One of the research issues is the intercon-

nection of different types of gigabit local area
networks. Three different types of local area
networks will be connected through the ATM wide area network. As part of the research effort, new modules will
be built that convert from the kcal area network technology to ATM, and allow the interconnection of the different

netwaks.
The application will investigate remote visualization of data drawn from a number of different sources.

Information from a database atthe U.S. Geological Survey will be sent through the network to a massively parallel
supercomputer at the Minnesota Supercomputer Center. The supercomputer will compute images based on this
data, and send the imp data through the network to the Future Battle Laboratory, where it will be displayed on
a wcrkstation. The supercomputer provides the necessexy processing power to select and view the images
interactively (see the discussion of the VISTAnst application in box 4-E).

The test application will allow the simulation of walldng allying through a representation of a landscape. The
kmy believes that field officers could benefit from this capability, and that the application could be used for
planning and educationai actMties. The landscape images are created from aerial images, satellite data, and
geographic elevation data. Researchers will also study user interfaces to this type of application.
SOURCES: Anita Telt "Sprint to Provide Senates tor DARPA Research Net," WM:4 Wald vol. 9, No. 27. July 6, 1992. p. 9; Tim Wilson.
"Group Plots Gigabit Networking," Communkedionebileek Intemational, July 6, 1992, p. 35.

Figure 4-F-1MAGIC
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simulations. The protocol research also involves
evaluating the behavior of existing networks like
the Internet and writing software that will be used
to program the switches, computers, and inter-
faces.

Work on the distributed supercomputing appli-
cations has also been proceeding in parallel with
the hardware development. Much of the software
development for the applications has been com-
pleted. In many cases, it has been possible to test
these applications to a limited extent using
existing high-speed local area networks or low-
speed wide area networks Eke the Internet. Before
writing the software, extensive analysis was done
of the required computations, to determine how
best to divide up the computations among the
multiple computers that make up the overall
system. Other important software development
has involved the development of user interfaces
and software tools that would make it easier to
program distributed computing applications.

I Systems Integration
The next objective of the testbed project will be

to combine the network components into an
operational network. This will begin once the
transmission equipment is in place and work on
the switches and other hardware has been com-
pleted. The systems integration task will proceed
in stages, beginning with the simplest network
possible, to minimize the number of sources of
possible problems. VISTAnet began the integra-
tion process in the fall of 1992; the other testbeds
should be in position to start this work by the third
quarter of 1993. Over time, the networks will be
expanued into more complex configurations.

The issues addressed in the early part of the
systems integration phase are the low-level de-
tails of making sure that components designed by
different groups work together or that a signal
arrives in the format expected by a component's
designer. These are the kinds of problems that are

difficult to find when components are tested
individually. For example, when the NSFNET
backbone was upgraded from T1 to T3 links
during 1990-92, the technical staff of the
NSFNET backbone provider found that some
components did not behave as expected under
certain conditions, or unexpected traffic patterns
required changes to the software and hardware.6
Similar problems will probably be encountered as
the testbeds begin to work through this stage with
prototype or newly developed network compo-
nents.

I Network Research
One research issue concerns fa: algorithms

used to control fast packet networls. These
mechanisms are used to enable fast packet net-
works to support many different kinds of services
using the same links and switches; one of the
weaknesses of traditional packet networks was
that they could not gaarantee the kind of perform-
ance required for real-time applications sucti as
video. In a fast packet network, software in the
users' computers and in the switches will have to
cooperate in managing the flow of traffic through
the network in a way that supports all kinds of
services. There have been many different mecha-
nisms proposed for accomplishing this objective,
but it is regarded as the most difficult problem
with fast packet networks. The testbeds will
provide an opportunity to test different control
algorithms.

Another research issue is related to the devel-
opment of distributed supercomputing applica-
tions. In these applications a computation is
divided among multiple supercomputers; the
network is then used to exchange data as the
computation proceeds. Deciding how to allocate
different parts of the computation to different
supercomputers is a difficult problem. The best
strategy depends in part on the characteristics of
the network and the strengths and weaknesses of

6 "T3 Upgrades to ANS Network Near Completion," ANS Update, vol. 1. No.1, 1991, p. 1.
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different computers connected to the network
for example, some parts of a computation may be
executed fastest on a massively parallel com-
puter, while other parts may run faster on a vector
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computer. In order to maximize processing power,
computers should not be idle while they are
waiting for one of the other computers to finish its
task or for data to be sent through the network.



Application of
Testbed

Research

The networking component of the High Performance
Computing and Communications (HPCC) Program funds
both research on gigabit technology and the deployment
of this technology in the National Research and Educa-

don Network (NREN). One of the NREN's roles is to provide
additional experience with advanced network technologies
briore they are deployed more widely in the national information
infrastructure. However, the testbed research will also be applied
directly to other networks, such as the common carriers' public
switched network, without intermedia' te deployment in the
NREN.

APPLICATION TO THE NREN
There is no overall NREN development plan; however, the

National Science Foundation (NSF) is to coordinate the evolu-
tion of the Federal agency networks that are the core of the
NREN.1 During 1992, NSF, the Department of Energy (DOE),
and the National Aeronautics and Space Mministration (NASA)
announced plans for the future development of their networks.2
Based on these plans, the next-generation agency networks will
likely be similar to the testbed networks, with an emphasis on
Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) fiber optic transmission
and fast packet switching. These broadband technologies are

Office of Scicocc and Thcboology Policy, "Grand Quill/awes 1991 }Ugh
Paformence Computing and Communications," p. 33.

2 National Science Foundation, "Public Draft: Network Access Point Mower/
Routing Authority and Very High Speed Backbone Network Services provider for
NSFNET and the NREN Prograns," June 12, 1992; Jams F. Isigluon, Manager of
Networking and Engineering, National Energy Research Supercomputs Center, Law-
rence Livermore Narional Labormoty, "ESnet Fast-Packet Services Rexpiranenn
Specification Document." Feb. 20, 1992.
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being studied in a large number of research
programs, but the testbed research is unique in its
emphasis on building wide area gigabit networks
and testing them with applications.

I Agency Plans
The Federal agencies will not build their own

"private" networks, but will obtain services from
a network service provider. In effect, NSF, DOE,
end NASA will act as early, large customers for
advanced services. While industry has developed
the switches and transmission equipment required
for advanced network services, the agency back-
bones will be one of the first opportunities to
integrate these components into a system that
provides services to real users. Users of the
agency backbones are knowledgeable about net-
working and will assist in integrating new net-
work services with computers and applications to
create useful systems.

The agency backbone services could be pro-
vided by a number of different organi7vions
the carriers, computer companies, or some of the
emerging providers of commercial Internet serv-
icesor consortia. Provision of services for
agency backbone networks provides valuable
experience that the network operator may be able
to translate into eulier availability of advanced
services on a commercial basis.3 For prospective
players, the decision to participate in the provi-
sion of services to the agency networks weighs
the experience gained and long-term strategic
considerations against the cost of providing the
service, which is greater than the money available
from the Federal agencies.

To help stimulate market interest, DOE and
NASA had originally decided to combine their
NREN-related programs. A single supplier would
have provided network services to both agencies,
connecting sites such as DOE's ths Alamos
National Laboratory or NASA's Ames Research

Center. However, the General Accounting Office
(GAO) overturned DOE's choice of contractor in
March, 1993 (see ch. 1, p. 7). The steps that the
agencies will take in response to this decision
were still unclear at the time of publication, but it
is possible that DOE and NASA will now decide
to proceed separately. The procurement process
has been significantly delayed, and will likely not
be completed before the fourth quarter of 1993.
Before the GAO decision, NASA and DOE had
planned to begin connecting sites to the new
network in mid-1993.

NSF issued a draft solicitation for its next-
generation network in mid-1992. NSF plans to
publish a fmal version r the solicitation and
award a cooperative agreement during 1993. The
new network is scheduled to begin operation in
mid-1994. NSF's plans for the evolution of its
network have greater implication for the evolu-
tion of the NREN and the Internet than do those
of DOE and NASA. The current NSFNET back-
bone carries much more traffic than the other
agency backbones 4 and serves a broader range of
users. However, many of those users will not be
able to use the next-generation backbone.

The new NSF network's primary purpose will
be to connect the NSF supercomputer centers,
enabling advanced distributed supercomputing
applications. By contrast, today's NSFNET back-
bone is a "general-purpose" network that carries
all types of research and education traffic. NSF
envisions that in the future routine research and
education traffic will be handled by commercial
providers, not by the agency-operated bazkbone.
There are a number of emerging commercial
providers, and the network technology required to
support routine traffic is sufficiently stable and
reliable. This strategy would also free capacity on
the backbone for experimental applications.

The transition to the new environment result-
ing from the changed role of the NSFNET

3 Am H. Lindstrom, "Sprint Blasts Ahead With ATM Deployment," Telephony, voL 223. No. 8, Aug. 24, 1992.

4 Stephen S. Wolff. Director, Division of Networking and Communications Research and Infrastrocture, National SCiaICe Foundation,

testimony at bearings before the House Subcommittee on SCietrA Mar. 12, 1992, Serial No. 120, p. 155.
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backbone will require careful management to
ensure stability. NSF's plan will affect signifi-
cantly the existing three-level hierarchy of the
NSFNEE The regional networks were designed
to provide connections to sites on the current
backbone, which in turn provides inter-regional
connectivity. Under NSF's new plan, the back-
bone will serve many fewer sites and will no
longer play the same central role in research and
education networking. The regional networks
will have to make new arrangements for intercon-
nections and will be operating in a more competi-
tive environment.

I Agency Backbone Technology
The collaborative nature of the testbeds makes

it nr, le likely that the network technologies
developed by industry will be suitable for opera-
tion in the agency backbone environment. The
testbeds are emphasizing the technologies' use
with the Internet protocols used by the agency
networks, and are studying the interaction be-
tween fast packet networks and supercomputer
network standards and applications. In addition,
they emphasize the gigabit bandwidths required
to support the Grand Challenge applications that
are a key component of the overall HPCC
program. The involvement of the carriers in the
research program may also lead the carriers
toward a more active role in providing NREN
services.

While the plans for the evolution of the agency
backbones are consistent with the target estab-
lished by the testbeds, the agency networks will
initially operate at lower bandwidths than the
testheds. The agency backbones will incorporate
more of the technology from the testhed research
as they evolve over time to meet the goal of the
gigabit NREN. However, some issues cannot be
addressed by the testbeds, or may be discovered
only as the agency networks are deployed. Many
of these issues are related to the more complex
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topologies (greater number of sites), larger num-
ber of users, arid more diverse sources of traffic
that will be present on the production networks.

TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGY
The agencies envision the use of SONET

equipment similar to that used in the testbeds, and
have indicated that they hope to use 155 Mb/s
SONET equipment in 1994 and then upgrade over
time to 622 Mb/s (the next transmission rate in the
SONET family) by 1996, the High Performance
Computing Act's target year for the use of gigabit
links The 622 Mb/s rate, less than a full gigabit
per second, As sometimes referred to as a "govern-
ment gigabit."5

The rate at which the agency backbones will
evolve depends on the timely deployment of a
high-baNlwidth SONET transmission infrastruc-
ture by the carriers. While much of the carriers'
existing network uses fiber, SONET transmission
equipment is required in order to support com-
puter networking above the current T3 ratesit
allows the fiber to be configured to carry high
bandwidth channels. However, this equipment is
extremely costly at this time and the carriers'
deployment schedules have been slipping from
earlier estimates.

The testbed networks will have also provided
experience with the connection of supercomput-
ers to high speed networks. "High end" users
will require fiber links connecting their sites to
the NREN. Only fiber is able to carry the large
amounts of data needed for supercomputer-based
applications. The testbeds a one of the first
large-scale deployments of SONET to end-users,
and considerable work has been done on interface
devices to connect supercomputers and high-
speed local area networks to fast packet switched
networks. However, widespread use of high-
speed networks will depend in part on the degree
to which computer companies design their work-
stations to be fully integrated into a high-speed
network. Today, bottlenecks encountered in mov-

5 Carpeoter et al., "Where Are We With Gipbite?" IEEE Network, vol. 6, No. 2, March 1942, p. 10.
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ing data from the network into the computer's
memory, where it can be used by the applications
software, can limit the performance of the overall
system.

SWITCHES
The next-generation backbone networks will

use fast packet switching technology similar to
that used in the testbeds Initially, the switches
will not be as sophisticated, because of the lower
link bandwidths. The network operator's choice
of switching technology, from among those being
investigated in the testbeds and elsewhere, de-
pends in part on long-term strategic considera-
tions. If a carrier were to provide services for an
agency network, it would probably use Asynchro-
nous Transfer Mode (ATM) switches. ATM has
been chosen as the foundation for the future
development of carrier networks, and the provi-
sion of services for the agency backbone would
provide an opportunity to gain experience with its
use. Other providers might also choose to use
ATM switches, or strategic considerations may
lead to the choice of an alternate switching
technology.

The DOE Reqest for Proposals issued in early
1992 specified the use of fast packet "cell relay"
,echnology. "Cell relay" is a term used to
describe both ATM and Switched Multimegabit
Data Service (SMDS), a data communications
service developed by the telephone companies. In
the summer of 1992, DOE and NASA selected a
contractor that proposed to use ATM. This
DOE/NASA program would have been the first
large-scale deployment of ATM. One of the goals
of DOE and NASA is to encourage the develop-
ment of commercial services by evaluating and
demonstrating emerging technologies such as
ATM. The agencies' effectiveness in performing
this function may be reduced by any further

delays resulting from GAO's decision overturn-
ing their choice of contractor.

The National Science Foundation's draft solic-
itation describing the evolution of its backbone
network did not specify a particular type of
switch.6 NSF will allow prospective bidders to
propose their choice of switching technology.
The most likely option that would be proposed
would be an ATM-based approach. Another type
of fast packet technology, such as the PTM
approach developed by one of the participants in
the Aurora testbed, might also be used. The
approach of " overlaying" an Internet network on
a network that uses fast packet technology is not
unique to ATM. However, ATM has broad
support from industry standards committees.

OMER NREN NE1WORKS
The regional networks and other commercial

providers of Internet services may also carry
NREN traffic. Operators of these networks are
faced with the same technology choices as those
for the backbone networks. However, because
many of these networks will require lower band-
widths than the backbones, they may continue to
use "muter-based" networks or use new "pre-
broadband" services being offered by the carriers
and other service providers. Two examples of
these pre-broadband services are Frame Relay
and SMDS.7 These are packet switching services
that can also be used to carry Internet traffic (see
ch. 2, p. 34). Because the Internet protocols are
able to bide differences in network technology
from the users of the network, the NREN's
networks can be based on a variety of different
technologies.

Campus networks and other networks based
primarily on local area networks will also become
more capable. Local area network research is not
currently a focus of the testbeds, although the
interconnection of local and wide area networks

6 Natiooal Science Foundatioo, "Request for Public Commit Solicitation Concept NSFPET Rack:base Netwcsk Services," June 12,

1992.

7 Ibny Sweeney, "I'CPAP-SMDS Trial Completed," CommunicadonsWeek. Aug. 17, 1992, p. 25.



is being studied. One of the most important trends
in local area network design is that there is a
growing amount of support for ATM-based local
area networks and products for ATM local area
networks ate beginning to appear. Other kinds of
high-bandwidth local area network standards are
also being studied by standards committees.

I Applications
Because of the emphasis on gigabit applica-

tions, the testbed applications research is primar-
ily applkable to high-end users of the NREN. The
testheds have been one of a small number of
research programs to address supercomputer-
related networking issues. These applications are,
in general, of little concern to industry and would
receive less attention without the testbeds. The
testbeds' gigabit applications research will have
important impacts on the overall HPCC initiative.
Distributed supercomputing may be an important
tool for bringing more processing power to bear
on the Grand Challenge problems. In addition, the
Grand Challenge teams will be scattered about the
country and could use networks to support
collaboration. The sizes of the data sets used in
Grand Challenge problems will be very large,
requiring high-bandwidth networks to move them
from place to place within a reasonable period of
time.

High-speed network support of supercom-
puting is important to the missions of the NSF
supercomputer centers and the Federal laborato-
ries. Led by testbed participants, the NSF super-
computer centers have proposed a concept that
would make use of the distributed supercom-
puting ideas investigated by the testbeds.8 They
envision a "metacenter" the use of the new
high-speed backbone to integrate the computa-
tional and intellectual resources of the supercom-
puter centers.9 In effect, it would be possible for
the four supercomputer centers to act as a single
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center, distributing a computation among several
machines as the computation required.

High-end users of the agency backbones are
only part of the user community addressed by the
NREN program. Few users will bave access to a
full gigabit/second of bandwidth, and the super-
computer applications studied by the testbeds are
by definition highly specialized. For most users
the primary result of improving network capabil-
ity will be better performance with existing
applications and the wider use of video and
image-based communications Because these ca-
pabilities may have considerable significance in
commercial applications, much work is being
done on these types of applications by industry.
Some types of applications development, how-
ever, may require added support. Legislation
introduced in the 103rd Congress (3.4 and H.R.
1757) seeks to expand support for applications
development in a variety of education, medicine,
manufacturing, and library settings.

Internetworking
The NREN is closely linked to the evolution of

the Internet protocols that enable the thousands of
independently operated networks that make up
the Internet to exchange traffic. The testbeds are
providing an opportunity to investigate the use of
the Internet protocols in fast packet switched
networks. The collaborative nature of the testbed
program may be encouraging the Internet com-
munity to influence the ATM standards process to
better support Internet protocols. In addition, the
testbeds are investigating the behavior of the
Inteznet protocols at high speeds, and comparing
them to some new concepts in protocol design. In
the past few years, a number of protocols have
been proposed that may perform better in high-
speed networks and are better suited to the new
fiber-based, fast packet switched networks. For
example, today 's Internet protocols are designed

John Miskoa, "A Crucial Linkup in the US Data Highway," New York Times, Sept. 30, 1992, p. DIL

9 Carolyn Duffy Mallon. "NSF Pursues Complain( Without Walls," Federal Computer Week, voL 6, No. 35, Nov. 30, 1992, p. 1.
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Fleure 5-1Growth In NSFNET Networks
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to handle Cie types of transmission errors that
occur with poor-quality copper lines, but rarely
occur with new fiber-based transmission systems.

Other issues related to the evolution of the
Internet protocols are not being studied by the
testbeds. The main issue confronting the Internet
community today is the growing size and com-
plexity of the networknot increases in band-
width. The growth in the number of users and
networks that make up the Internet is putting
pressure on current "routing" technology (figure
5-1). Routing is the process by which a path from
one computer to another through a series of
intermediate networks is determined. Calculating
these paths using current algorithms demands a
considerable amount of processing power; the
problem is getting worse as the Internet continues
to grow and become more complex. Routing
issues have not been studied by the testbeds,
which only connect a few sites.

Work on issues related to managing the growth
of the Internet is being done primarily within the
Internet community's technical organizations,
such as the Internet Activities Board (IAB) and
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The

1ETF consists of a number of working groups, one
of which addresses routing issues. Currently,
within the technical community there are many
different proposals; some only address immediate

iblems, while others attempt to solve the
problems in a way that will be satisfactory for a
number of years. Besides addressing issues re-
lated to growth, some of the new routing algo-
rithms may also take into account the growing
diversity of service providers and network capa-
bilities. Routing and management problems asso-
ciated with the growing Internet are a major
research area that requires more study. 10

NSF's plan for the evolution of its network as
part of the NREN program is linked closely to
changes in routing technology. Today, the
NSFNET backbone operator plays an especially
important role in determining routes for research
and education networks. As the Internet becomes
more commercialized, however, it becomes less
appropriate for NST to be responsible for this
aspect of its operation. NSF envisions reducing
the reliance of Internet networks on the NSFNET
backbone's operator for routing information.11
NSF has proposed that the routing function be
handled by a separate organization, the "routing
authority," not by the operator of NSF's network.
NSF's plan also calls for the creation of a number
of Network Attachment Points (NAPs), where
commercial networks and agency networks could
obtain routing information and interconnect with
eacb other (see box 5-A).

APPLICATION TO OTHER NETWORKS
The testbed program will also impact the

evolution of the national information infrastruc-
ture more directly, without the intermediate stage
of deployment in the NREN. This national
information infrastructure includes the larger
U.S. Internetthe NREN program targets only
one part of the U.S. segment of the Internet (see

10 ARPA is supporting research in these :teas, such u through its DARTnet program.

11 Robert Aikas et al., National Science Foundation, "NSF Implementation Plan for Interagency Interim NREN," May 1992.
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figure 5-2).12 It also includes a wide array of other
services and technologies to be offered by the
carriers, cable television companies, computer
hardware and software companies, information
service providers and others.

Application to the Internet
The Internet is increasingly expanding to serve

communities other than the core research and
education community that is the focus of the
NREN program. The regional networks and new
commercial providers now carry business traffic.
The trends towards broader use of the Internet and
growing numbers of users seem likely to con-
tinue. These will be driven in part by the advances
in switching and transmission technology de-
scribed in chapter 3. They depend to a greater
extent on addressing the security concerns of
commercial customers, the degree that use of
Internet applications can be simplified, and the
deployment of advanced digital local loop tech-
nologies.

It is possible that the switches and fiber optic
links deployed by providers of agency backbone
services will also carry commercial traffic. Some
of the capacity would be used for the agency
backbone network and some would be used to
provide services to commercial customers. The
Federal agency backbone would be the network's
most important customer, acting as a catalyst for
the deployment of the required switches and
transmission equipment, while commercial cus-
tomers would help to recover that portion of the
costs of operating the network not covered by the
Federal agencies' funding.

1 Other Services
The network technology studied by the

testbeds is equally applicable to services other
than Internet services. The research will also be
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Figure 5-2Relationship Between NREN,
Internet, and National Information Infrastructure

National
information

infrastructure

SOURCE: Offlos of Technology Assessment, 1993.

applied directly to private networks, the common
carriers' public switched network, and possibly
cable television networks.13 This is because the
network technology used in the testbeds reflects
near-term industry planning. While the testbeds
have emphasized higher bandwidths and more
specialized applications than have immediate
commercial importance, the basic design of the
testbed networkssuch as the use of fast packet
switching and SONETreflects ideas that figure
prominently :1:1 industry plans.

The carriers and other network operators could
use the new advanced technologies to provide
Internet services, or an array of other voice, video,
and data communications services. Switch and
transmission technologies, though advancing at
different rates, are making substantial progress.
Because of their commercial importance, fast
packet and fiber optic technologies are being

12 For a discussion of the relationship of the Internet to the NREN, see chapter 2, p. 31.

13 For a description of a cable provider's plans to use ATM, see Richard Karpinsli, "Time Warner to 1..ECr Here We Come," Telephony,

vol. 224, No. 5, Feb. 1. 1993, p. 8. 1BM is testing its plaNET (Fr114) faht packet switch in a cable network in Toronto, Canada. See "IBM's

1.2 Gigabit/stc. Networking Scheme," Cable-Telco Report, August 1992, p. 9.
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Box 5-ANSFNET Backbone Recompetition

The National Science Foundation's plans for the future development of its backbone network have attracted

considerate') scrutiny. The NSRET backtone piays an especially kneader* role in the henet and in the National

Research and Education Network program. Currently, NSF has a cooperative agreement with Merit Network, a
not-fce-profit organization of nine Michigan universities. However, Merit does not operate the NSFNET backbone

in-houee." A seoond organization, Adverted Network & Services (ANS), operates the netwatMerit obtains

the SWAM br the NSFNET backbone from ANS.
The cooperative agreement with Merit fcc the NSFNET backbone was announced in November 1987, and

covered the 5-year pedal to November of 1992. Merit's proposal was submitted in partnership with IBM and MCI.

The relationship between Merit abi ib partners changed in September of 1990, when Merit, BM, and MCI
announced the formation of ANS, as a not-for-profit corporation. ANS received capital from MCI and BM at its

formation, and BM and MCI provkle switches, transmission capacity, and other services to ANS. 0#er time, more

of the responsibilities for the NSFNET backbone have been shifted from Merit to its subcontractor, ANS.

Over the life of the 5-year cooperative ageement with Merit there have been three important changes in the

Internet. First, Merit and ANS have increased the NSFfET backbone's link bandwidth from 56 kb(s, to 1.5 Mbe

(T1), to 45 Mbfs (T3). Second, the Kernel has become a mud) more important part of the U.S. information
infrastructurethe amounts,' traffic and the numbsr eri users has grown rapidly. Finely, the past 2 years have seen

the emergence of commercial Internet service providers. In particular, ANS has created a for-profit subsidiary.

While the T1 network was used only by NSRET backbone traffic, the T3 network operated by ANS is shared by

the NSFNET backbone and ANS's commercial customers.

The relationship between NSF, Merit ANS, and other commercial providers was the subfect of hearings
before the House Sub:ommittee on Science in March of 1992. Concern was expressed by some witnesses that

the current arrangement benefited ANS unduly, and had not been foreseen by the 1987 cooperative agreement

with Merit Other witnesses pointed to the success of the NSFNET backbone, the growth in the number of users,

and the value o( the equipment and services contributed by Merit an:I Its partners.

RecomperitIon

In preparation for the expiration of the cooperative agreement with Merit in November of 1992, NSF studi

a number of options for the future development of the NSFNET backbone. In studying these options, NSF had

to take into account several factors that did not apply in 1987. One faztor was the emergence cri commercial
providers. Any new plan for the backbone could not favor the incumbent, ANS, and would have to provide equal

owortunity for all firms wishing to provide services to the NSFNET backbone. A second factor was the need for

stability. The Internet is now an essenrial infrastruclure far many more users than in 1987, and stablity wouid have

to be ensured during the transitica to any new arrangement. Finally, NSF had to take into account the NSRET

backbone's oentral role in the NREN program.

One option studied by NSFwas to discontinue direct funding of a backbone network. Instead, NSFcouli fund

the regional networks and allow them to choose among commercial providers of interconnections, encouraging

further development of the commercial networks. According to testimony of the director of the NSF dNision

responsibie for NSFNET, this plan was opposed by the regional networks and by other Federal agencies, in part

become of oonoerns about stability during the transition to this environment.
As a result, NSF decided that it would continue to operate a backbone network. NSF's timetalie celled for

extending the arrangement with ANS for up to 18 months beyond November 1992, to the middle of 1994. This

eighteen month period was intended to allow time to 1) select the provider of the next-generation NSFNET
backbone, and 2) install the required links and switches. Originally, NSF planned to make the awards in the middle

of 1903, allowing a year for the transition to the new network.
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The NSFNET Solicitation Concept

The Project Development Plan for the continued provision ci NSRET backbone services after the expiration

of the varmint with Merit was published by NSF In November of 1991. This development plan stated the
requirements for stability, fair competition, and supporta NREN objectives. The Development Plan also presented

the concept of splitting the current NSFNET backbone providees tasks kao two parts, and awarding each part to

separate organizations.
NSF published a more detailed version of this plan in June of 1992 and requested public conanents.

According to the plan, one of the two awards would be for the provision of very high speed Backbone Network
Services (vBNS). The vBNS provider would operate the links and switches and be responsible for moving packets

through the NSFNET backbone. Among other requirements, the vBNS provider would establish a network that

would operete at 155 Mbps or higher and would "provide for real-time multimedia services, including multicasting

and video teleoonferencing." NSF did not specify a switching or transmission technology; however, the reference

to 155 Mbpe implies the use of SONET transmission equipment
The second award would be for the Routing Authority (RA). The routing authority would be responsible for

the routing functions that had previously been performed by the backbone operator. The RA would also operate

Netavrk Access Points (NAPs), which would facilitate the connection of other networks to the vBNS and to each

other. These could be other Federal networks, or commercial networks. The routing information required in order

to facilitate the coordination of these networks would be stored In a database accessible at the NAPs. A total of

about $10 milion annually would be available for the two awards.

Changes to the Draft Solicitation

The pubiic comments received by NSF in response to the draft proposal reflect the degree to which NSFs

pians affect more than just the NSFNET backbone. NSF's proposed NAP/RA structure could best be characterized

as an "architecture" for the NREN and the Internet with significant implications for the larger information

infrastructure. As such, the NSF's plans affected Users, interexchange and local exchange carriers, regional
networks and other current and prospective providers of Internet services, and other federally supported netevrks.

As of May, 1993, a revised version of the NSF solicitation had not been released. However, in December
1992, NSF outlined its intention to change its original plan in a number of ways. While the basic vBNSMAP/RA
structure was maintained, NSF indicated that it would make three awards, not two. The NAPs would not have to

be operated by the Routing Authority, as had been spedfied in the drait solicitation, but could be operated by a

separate organization.
More importantly, NSF announced that the new backbone would be used primarily to connect the NSF

supercomputer centers. The draft solicitation had indicated that the new network would continue to be a "general

purpose" backbone, serving a large number of sites and carrying both routine and high-end traffic. By limiting the

scope of the backbone, NSF's new approach would require more routine services to be obtained from commercial

providers.

SOURCES: Robert Alien et al., "NSF implementation Plan for interagency Interim NREN," May 1992; National Science Foundation,
"Project Development Plan: Contbuation and Enhancement of NSFAET Backbone Services," November 1991; National Science
Foundation, "Network Access Point Manriger/Routing Mehority and Very High Speed Backbone Network Swims Provider for NSFTET
and the gIREN Program: Program Solicitation." June 1992; Egon Hoffman, "NSFIET Backbone Service Restructured," Link IOW, vol.
5. No. 3, November 1992, p. 1; Douglas E. van Houwoling, Merit Network Inc., testimony at hearings before the House Subcommittee on
Sdence,Mar.12,1992, pp.3641; Stephen S.Wolff, Assistant Dkector, Directorate for Computer and Information Science and Engineering,
National Science Foundatkin. testimony athearings before the House Subcommittee on Science, Mar. 12, 1992, pp. 133436, pp. 141456;
Willem L. Schrader, PresideM and CEO, Performance Systems knernational, Inc., testimony at hearings before the House Suboomm hiss
on SOWICO, Mar. 12, 1992, pp. $7-911; Oen Messmer, "NSF Changes Course On ha Internet Plan," Network Vitvid, vol. 9, No. 51, Dec.

21, 1992. p. 1; Mos of Inspector General, National Science Foundation, "Review of NSRET," Mar. 23, 1963.
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studied by a large number of research programs in
addition to the testbeds. The issues affecting the
deployment of these technologies in commercial
settings are mainly concerned with trading the
costs associated with the existing infrastructure
against the potential of future markets for the new
technologies. Regulatory and economic factors
affecting the pace of deployment ale beyond the
scope of this background paper.

The involvement of the carriers in the testbeds
was an important tesult of the visibility afforded
by the IIPCC program and the Corporation for
National Research Initiatives' organization. All
three major interexchange carriers and most of the
Regional Bell Operating Companies are involved.
The focus on ATM-related issues serves to
provide experience with the construction of these
networks and demonstrate their feasibility on a
significant scale. Despite the carriers' stated
commitment to ATM, the degree to which the
transition to ATM represents a true paradigm shift
for the telecommunications industry should not
be underestimated. The testbeds will have served
to help advance the carriers beyond the stage of

standards-setting, component development, and
small-scale experiments. There are many who
believe that a nationwide gigabit network is not
possible without basing it on the ongoing invest-
ments of the carriers.14

The testbeds may also be helping to provide
input to the ATM standards process. Currently,
there is some concern in the telecommunications
industry that elements of ATM are being stand-
ardized before there is sufficient understanding of
tne tradeoffs. In particular, there is uncertainty
about the best way to control the traffic in ATM
networks, a key component in the use of ATM to
support integrated services. The testbeds will
provide experience with real traffic, due to the
involvement of applications researchers. The
academic researchers are also contributing to the
solution of these problems; while algorithms for
the control of packet networks are a longstanding
topic of theoretical research, the testbeds may
serve to focus the work of academic researchers
on topics of concern to industry to a greater
extent.

14 Vinton G . Cat "Another Reading of the NREN Legislation," Telecommunications,. vol. 25. No. 11. November 1991, p. 29.
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